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ABSTRACT
Rapid development in trucking technology and increasing demands in freight
transportation has led to longer and heavier vehicles traveling on Florida’s highway system.
Vehicles with gross vehicle weight (GVW) over 80,000 pounds, or permit vehicles, have
significant effects on infrastructure, thus requiring an approved permit prior to departure. The
combination of these increasing loads and harsh environmental conditions that Florida is subject
to requires an enhanced infrastructure management program. Additionally, there is a need to
eliminate inconsistencies in permit applications and derive a uniform maintenance practice for
Florida’s infrastructure. In this research, the focus was to develop an analytical procedure for the
characterization and prediction of superload (GVW ≥ 150,000 pounds) and overweight (80,000
pounds ≤ GVW < 150,000 pounds) vehicles using gradient boosting machine (GBM) learning
algorithms. The characterization of permit vehicles was performed for Florida Weigh-in-Motion
(WIM) sites and the prediction of GVW, maximum axle weight, and individual axle weights were
accurately predicted using limited configuration parameters. A database that combined traffic
input from WIM stations, environmental information, human factors, and bridge general condition
ratings (GCR) from the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) database was applied to analyze the
effects of various parameters on bridge deterioration trends. Prestressed concrete bridges were
selected within 25 miles of each WIM site. Subsequently, a big data set was formulated considering
all bridge deterioration modeling factors and a simulation was conducted for a standard bridge
built in 1990. Results were then compared to the predictions with no maintenance and the current
practice for a bridge in that environmental and loading category. It was concluded that bridges in
coastal regions, especially those subject to high live loading, must be given special consideration
in the management and maintenance procedures.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Highway infrastructure is a vital part of the United States transportation network that allows
for stress-free movement throughout the nation. It facilitates economic growth, rapid haulage
capacity, and offers a direct route for tourism/travel. A unique infrastructure prone to various
hazards and loading is that of the southernmost continental state, Florida. The large manufacturing
link, including Boston Scientific, Pratt & Whitney, Embraer, etc., requires extremely heavy
loading arriving or departing from the state, resulting in extensive wear and tear on Florida’s major
highways. The heavy loading of overweight or superload vehicles combined with a harsh marine
environment requires special consideration to maintain or improve the resilience of infrastructure
throughout the state. Surrounded by water on three sides of the state, the marine environment has
a large impact on the condition of coastal bridges. The combination of increasing heavy loads and
harsh environmental conditions inevitably requires an enhanced infrastructure management and
maintenance program for the state of Florida.
Florida’s highway system consists of four primary interstates, including interstate 4 (I-4),
interstate 10 (I-10), interstate 75 (I-75), and interstate 95 (I-95). Formed in 1957, I-4 spans from
Tampa to Daytona Beach from west to east coasts of Florida and is the only interstate that does
not cross state lines. I-10 also spans east to west from Jacksonville to the Alabama state line,
though continues to the west coast through states Alabama, Louisiana, Texas, New Mexico,
Arizona, and California. As the southernmost cross-country highway in the American Interstate
System, it is subject to high loading scenarios across all states and into Florida. I-95 and I-75 are
crucial routes in the United States highway system, and both span eastern states from Florida and
conclude in Canada. A major interstate route for the west coast of Florida is I-75, which begins
1

north in Michigan and links Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, and Florida together. The route
ends in Miami Lakes, Florida, not far from the end of Florida’s other north-south interstate, I-95.
I-95 succeeds to the eastern coastline as a major tourism travel route for Florida, Georgia, South
Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, District of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Maine. It is
clear that these Florida interstates are a direct route for the increasing demand of heavy hauling
caused by the growing industries throughout the state. Thus, further details of these heavy vehicles
shall be studied to improve the current permitting system and innovate the bridge management and
maintenance practice.
The most important component for safety and proper operation on Florida’s infrastructure
includes more than 7,044 bridges that are upheld in service by inspection, maintenance, and
rehabilitation by the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) (Clark, 2020). Of the 7,044
FDOT maintained bridges, nearly 2,000 of those are located on I-4, I-10, I-75, and I-95. Interstate
bridges are inspected biennially and assigned a general condition of good, fair, or poor, and each
bridge element are assigned a specific general condition rating. Current FDOT bridge inspection
practice uses a systematic method to ensure complete analysis of the structure and leads to
recommendations for repairs or maintenance on that bridge element (FDOT, 2008). Bridge
elements examined during inspections include bridge deck, superstructure, and substructure.
Terminology as defined by FDOT is shown in Figure 1, although the main focus will be describing
the three main inspection elements.
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Figure 1: FDOT Bridge Terminology (FDOT, 2008)
Bridge decks are the component that carry traffic and typically is constructed by cast-in-place
concrete with steel reinforcement. The superstructure, shown as beams or girders in the figure, is
the part that supports the bridge deck and vehicular loading. Superstructures can be composed of
reinforced concrete, prestressed concrete, and steel. Substructure elements can include abutments,
columns, and piers, which support the superstructure, deck, and vehicular loading. These are
subject to mostly compressive forces and are generally made from steel or reinforced concrete.
Older bridges may use other materials such as wood, masonry, aluminum, or cast iron. General
condition ratings determine proper maintenance actions for bridge elements and past records can
give insight into how bridges deteriorate under various loading and environmental conditions.
Deterioration levels in bridge structures are highly influenced by quantities of live loading,
according to Kim and Yoon (2010). Live loading for bridges consists of vehicular traffic, which is
3

a dynamic load that has a high level of variability. The level of irregularity seen on Florida’s
highway system is caused by summer tourism, special events, new industrial parks, or a new
housing development to name a few. With increasing demands for irregular or extremely heavy
vehicles, state and federal regulations set limitations on non-permit vehicles traveling throughout
the country’s infrastructure. Overweight or oversize permits are required for any vehicle exceeding
the maximum size or weight allowable on Florida state highways. More specifically, vehicles with
any of the following parameters must acquire a permit prior to departure (FDOT, 2016):
1) Maximum width greater than 102” on typical travel lanes,
2) Maximum height greater than 13.5’ or 14’ for automobile transporters
3) Maximum length greater than 40’ (single vehicle), 48’ with kingpin distance greater
than 41’ (truck tractor with semi-trailer), 68’ (straight truck with trailer), 50’ (truck
tractors hauling automobiles), 3’ (front end overhang),
4) Gross weight greater than legal limits described in Florida Statutes 16.535: overall
gross vehicle weight greater than 80,000 pounds.
Florida permit applications must be submitted to the FDOT Permit Office, either online or by mail,
and may be granted a single trip permit or an annual blanket permit (FDOT, 2016). Applications
include vehicle configuration, identity of load, dimensions, axle information, and routing
information. Vehicles outside these regulations require special permits and fees before departure
due to the significant impacts on the roadways and vary depending on weight and configuration.
Other restrictions are in place which limit the time of day, day of the week, and distance allowed
for travel and safety precautions (escort vehicles, flags, vertical indicators, etc.) are mandatory.
For vehicles traveling without a valid special permit, penalties are in place for exceeding legal
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width, length, and height restrictions. Prior knowledge of these vehicles is extremely important in
predicting damage levels which result in additional maintenance preparations.
Currently, state and federal agencies determine management and maintenance practice based
on available funds and the current condition rating of the bridge. The current, passive maintenance
practice is to wait until bridge elements start to show levels of deterioration perform conditionbased maintenance (U.S. Department of Transportation FHWA, 2007). To fully capture the state
of all bridges throughout Florida, factors including past maintenance records, traffic conditions,
environmental effects, and human factors were considered in the proactive management and
maintenance plan recommended in this research. A uniform, data-driven maintenance procedure
eliminates the uncertainty in human decision-making and ultimately saves taxpayer dollars.
1.2 Motivation
Highway infrastructure is the backbone of the economy in the United States, thus states must
provide proper maintenance to prolong the service life of bridges in the interstate system.
Increasing demands for irregular and heavy loading has led to overwhelming amounts of permit
applications and consequentially decreasing bridge conditions due to the lack of funding. Great
research effort has been made to better understand permit vehicles, though most of the research
focuses specifically on the permitting process and the load effect on structures. Few studies exist
on the characterization and prediction of permit vehicles, and no studies combine big data to
determine an optimal maintenance procedure for bridges based on traffic, environmental, structural
condition, and human factors data.
It is not uncommon for permit applications to state estimated weight values, and studies show
that the estimates are often less than what occurs in reality. This finding means that state
maintenance agencies are underestimating the level of damage that will occur from these permit
5

vehicles and will be unprepared for the consequences in the future. There are existing stations that
record per-vehicle data, thus studying yearly trends will assist in determining important
characteristics of these permit vehicles. It is vital to use existing innovative technology to increase
the accuracy in the permitting process by predicting weight values based solely on trucking
configuration characteristics.
Once the state of traffic is known with high accuracy, the effects of these vehicles must be
considered to preserve the service life of the infrastructure. However, not all bridge structures will
deteriorate in the same manner based on location, physical attributes, traffic levels, and external
forces. The combination of these factors will lead to an understanding of how bridges under diverse
conditions will deteriorate and what appropriate maintenance actions to take. This response will
ultimately enrich the infrastructure resiliency, while allowing free movement in the highway
system of Florida.
1.3 Objectives
The primary objective of this research was to develop a method to accurately manage and
maintain highway infrastructure throughout the state of Florida. The research was divided into
three secondary objectives, which included
•

Accurately characterizing and predicting permit vehicles to enhance the permitting
application process,

•

Developing an approach to determine the combined effects of all deterioration factors on
Florida’s highway infrastructure, and

•

Recommending an optimal maintenance plan for interstate bridge decks based on live load
and environmental conditions.

6

1.4 Methodology
For proper analysis of permit vehicles, and their combined effects with environmental and
human factor data, it was necessary to first determine the characteristics of each subset of permit
vehicles, superload and overweight vehicles. Since these types of vehicles typically consist of very
different attributes, it was important to choose a defining maximum and minimum value for
overweight and superload vehicles, respectively. Superload vehicles were categorized as any
vehicle that has a gross vehicle weight (GVW) of 150,000 pounds or more. Thus, overweight
vehicles were classified as 80,000 pounds or more. Databases used include the weigh-in-motion
database, National Bridge Inventory (NBI) database, coastal versus non-coastal region map, and
the Florida Department of Transportation funding summary. An overview of the methodology can
be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Research Methodology Overview
Using the weigh-in-motion (WIM) data provided by Florida Department of Transportation
(FDOT), data processing was the initial step in the research. This dataset includes various
parameters about individual vehicles, including GVW, individual axle weights, vehicle
7

classification, vehicle length, vehicle speed, etc. Data processing was performed using an original
program written in MATLAB to automatically sort the files by WIM site and GVW. Upon
elimination of erroneous data and data for non-permit vehicles, the two desired subsets were
achieved. Class 15 vehicles were also eliminated, which indicates an invalid vehicle. Based on
these subsets, characterization was performed on all interstate sites, although only site 9936 from
I-10 was displayed in the analysis. The typical vehicle configuration for superload was determined
by first determining the axles that were in tandem or tridem, hence an axle spacing between four
and six feet. Since the dataset for superload was of reasonable amount, the characterization was
done manually and 99% of vehicle configurations were displayed in the results. To compare how
superload GVW relates to individual axle spacing, each axle spacing value was plotted with GVW.
Other parameters were explored including speed, number of axles, and vehicle length. The
majority of superload vehicles consisted of eight or nine axles, thus a comparison of average axle
weight and maximum axle weight with GVW was presented. Lastly, GVW and average weight
per axle was compared from 2009 to 2017 to determine the change within the analysis period. A
similar analysis was performed for overweight vehicles. Due to the large quantity of vehicles each
year, the overweight configuration was done with a MATLAB code and compared to typical 5axle, 6-axle, and 7-axle vehicles. An additional characterization was included for overweight
vehicles to compare the number of overweight vehicles with the number of total vehicles.
Overweight vehicle average axle weight and maximum axle weight for 5-axle, 6-axle, and 7-axle
was plotted with GVW and compared. The final characterization for overweight vehicles
compared GVW by vehicle class, which ultimately determines the configuration and number of
axles of that vehicle.
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The prediction of permit vehicles utilized the same database as in the characterization. Site
9936 on I-10 was used for the prediction, although the algorithm was tested successfully on other
sites throughout Florida. The variables that were predicted were GVW, maximum axle weight,
and individual axle weights, which are the most important trucking characteristics for decision
makers when considering its effects on infrastructure. Limited parameters were considered in the
training period to simulate an actual permitting system where the applicant may only know the
axle spacing of the vehicle. Vehicle classification and date of travel was also included in the
analysis, both of which are known prior to submitting a permit application. Training, validation,
and testing periods were optimized to produce the best results for the prediction and a machine
learning algorithm was selected based on the highest accuracy. Gradient boosting machine (GBM)
learning was selected, which uses a numerical optimization algorithm to minimize the loss function
specified as a Gaussian distribution. Thus, the prediction was conducted for GVW, maximum axle
weight, and individual axle weights for both superload and overweight vehicles. Parameter
importance was extracted from each prediction and plotted for comparison purposes to determine
the level of correlation in each prediction. Since the third axle spacing displayed extreme
correlation with the GVW prediction for overweight vehicles, an additional prediction was
performed based on date, vehicle class, and SPACING3 only, which in turn resulted in very low
error. Infinite error occurred when there was little data to support the prediction.
The effects of live loading on bridge conditions included another dataset for specific bridge
condition ratings, provided by the National Bridge Inventory database. This database consists of
all publicly owned bridge structures throughout the United States. Each bridge has general
condition rating (GCR) records, traffic data, all bridge characteristics, and many others dating back
to 1983. The connection between WIM data and NBI data was made by calculating average and
9

total number of superload and overweight vehicles and assigning a classification to bridges within
these categories. High superload was assigned to WIM sites that were subject to over 150 superload
annually. Sites with over 100,000 overweight vehicles annually were considered high overweight
sites. Thus, four scenarios were presented: 1) low superload and low overweight, 2) low superload
and high overweight, 3) high superload and low overweight, and 4) high superload and high
overweight. Prestressed concrete bridges with a concrete cast-in-place deck within 25 miles from
an interstate WIM site were selected for the initial dataset and assigned to the traffic condition
category. Traffic was assumed to be consistent between Florida’s major cities, including Orlando,
Jacksonville, Tampa, Miami, and Tallahassee. It was also assumed that regular vehicular traffic is
negligible compared to the effects from overweight and superload vehicles. Four bridges were
selected for each loading scenario that represent the deterioration trends of that category and deck,
superstructure, and substructure general condition ratings were compared.
The environmental portion of the analysis was to determine the variance in bridge condition
ratings between coastal and non-coastal bridges. In order to isolate the environmental effects, sites
were still categorized and compared based on traffic loading conditions and compared within those
categories. WIM sites were plotted on a coastal region map and the sites were then classified as 1)
coastal low superload and low overweight, 2) non-coastal low superload and low overweight, 3)
coastal low superload and high overweight, 4) non-coastal low superload and high overweight, 5)
coastal high superload and low overweight, 6) non-coastal high superload and low overweight, 7)
coastal high superload and high overweight, and 8) non-coastal high superload and high
overweight. For each loading scenario, four bridges were selected per environmental condition and
deck, superstructure, and substructure condition was compared. For non-coastal sites with lower
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substructure ratings, further investigation was required and led to bridges built over waterways,
thus resulting in additional environmental effects.
Little information was available for human factor data; therefore, a comparative analysis was
presented. Collisions with overhead structures were investigated by searching for bridges within
the NBI database that did not meet the required underclearance of 16 feet. To display the number
of bridges that are subject to overhead collisions, bridges by percentage were plotted based on
minimum vertical clearance and material type. Sites that displayed an unusual drop in
superstructure GCR were extracted and evaluated to an extremely similar bridge within the same
segment of highway but with sufficient vertical underclearance. Bridge attributes such as the
number of spans, structure length, deck area, and minimum vertical clearance were matched as
closely as possible and general condition ratings were assessed. Based on this analysis, the drop in
superstructure condition rating can be assumed to be the caused by an external force. Maintenance
responsibility was also considered under the human factor’s analysis, which can be directly
correlated with FDOT district and funding provided. Inspection records were used from the newest
available 2020 data, which were plotted by raw number and by percentage to determine if the
future funding was available to properly maintain the bridges. Highest importance was assigned
to bridges in poor condition, medium importance to bridges in fair condition, and low importance
to bridges in good condition. Bridge funding information by district for the next five years was
acquired from the FDOT Program and Resource Plan Summary and compared to the number and
percent of bridges by district to determine if sufficient funding would be available.
The big data analysis was the most crucial step in determining the combined effects that cause
bridge deterioration and how to properly manage and maintain bridges under certain loading and
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environmental conditions. The flowchart below describes the methodology of the big data analysis
(Figure 3).

Figure 3: Big Data Analysis Methodology Overview
A similar algorithm to that used in the prediction of permit vehicles was tuned specifically to
predict deterioration trends and implemented into the simulation data. Simulation data consisted
of eight representative bridges from each loading and environmental scenario, which were repeated
100 times per scenario with slightly varying traffic conditions. This strategy will produce
optimized maintenance results for most bridges in Florida, allowing additional funds for
unexpected or unusual rating drops that may occur from human factors. The training data was used
from 1980 to 1998 and included a randomly distributed number of superload and overweight
vehicles based on the mean and standard deviation of actual data recorded from 2009 to 2017 on
nearby WIM sites. Since the only data available was from more recent years, the predictions
presented a worse scenario than what occurred. It could be assumed that traffic increases as
transportation needs and innovative technologies increase. The prediction accounted for
environmental regions and bridge age, thus accurately predicting GCRs of a simulated bridge built
12

in 1990. Any maintenance that was conducted within the bridges was eliminated and instead the
GCR was held constant at its lowest rating to properly simulate the no maintenance condition.
Predictions for the eight scenarios were conducted, and results showed that superstructure and
substructure conditions were not as directly affected by the loading conditions. Thus, the
recommended maintenance simulation only considered the deck GCR. To determine the optimal
maintenance practice for each type of structure, maintenance actions were manually inserted into
the trend for the simulated bridge structure. The maintenance action was strategically placed so
that the maintenance was sustained for the longest period and could be postponed for the longest,
and was tested against various training, validation, and testing periods. Results were then
compared to that with no maintenance and the current practice, which was the actual bridge deck
GCR trend shifted to have been built in 1990 as the simulated bridge. The results displayed the
importance of cyclic maintenance and what preventative measures to take to avoid bridges in fair
or poor condition. Lastly, big data bridge condition parameter importance was extracted from the
GBM algorithm. The big dataset produced included additional columns of data that accounted for
traffic loading, environmental effects, human factors, and bridge attributes. Deck, superstructure,
and substructure ratings were predicted for 1) all bridges, 2) bridges built between 1960 and 1970,
3) bridges built in 1964, and 4) all bridges using all parameters. Many bridges were built between
1960 and 1970, although the largest number were built in 1964, which is why those were selected
to isolate parameter importance from bridge age. The results displayed the correlation, or lack
thereof, between deck, superstructure, and substructure rating and all other predicting parameters.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Big Data and Machine Learning
A study to determine a proper management and maintenance plan for Florida’s bridge
resilience involves big data algorithm, which has increased in use in publications more than 290%
since 2013, according to Putra et al. (2018). The growth of big data can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Year-on-Year Growth of Big Data Publications (Putra et al. (2018))
Big data includes large amounts of data from various sources. Nearly everything leaves a digital
trace in some form producing endless databases, thus requiring a new method of analysis for the
ever-increasing volumes. Analyst Doug Laney characterized big data by the three V’s: volume,
velocity, and variety (2001). Large amounts of data are created faster than it can be processed in
structured, semi-structured, and unstructured forms. It can be analyzed to determine significant
trends or predict inclinations into the future to enhance decision making. Examples of big data
used in practice include retail companies collecting customer data for higher profits, equipment
calibration, agricultural forecasting, and Amazon delivery tracking (Marr, 2016).
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In order to produce a value from the set of big data, an algorithm such as machine learning
must be used. Machine learning is a subset of artificial intelligence (AI) that is fundamentally
reliant on theories from human learning (Mechelli and Vieira, 2020). In other words, machine
learning is capable of recognizing patterns from data and making decisions based upon those
patterns to predict into the future. By definition from Mitchell (1997), machine learning can be
described in the following way:
“A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to
some task T and some performance measure P, if its performance on T,
as measured by P, improved with experience E”.
Machine learning algorithm analyzes the input data, or training data, and automatically reducing
the error to produce new output data. For example, Google uses machine learning for image
recognition to produce results for image searches by searching for pixels and patterns of colors
that help predict the specific object in that image. Machine learning involves many layers of
automatic processing and vary according to the data type. Researchers estimate that artificial
intelligence will add trillions of dollars to the United States economy in the next decade, thus
proving to be an excellent method to process and analyze big data.
2.2 Big Data in Civil Engineering
There have been recent studies involving big data in civil engineering, including
applications in estimating travel times, forecasting air passenger demand, analyzing construction
performance with building information modeling (BIM), and others summarized by Alavi and
Gandomi (2017). Lim and Chi (2019) estimated the conditions of bridges using extreme gradient
boosting XGBoost algorithm with big data from the Korean Bridge Management System. The
factors that were most influential to the prediction were age, average daily truck traffic (ADTT),
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vehicle weight limit, total span length, and effective deck width, although varied in importance
depending on the type of bridge. Structural health monitoring data collection is common with the
use of big data and can be useful to determine where damage occurred. One study by Catbas and
Malekzadeh (2016) was performed using structural health monitoring sensors to analyze the
efficiency of the bridge mechanical components on the Sunrise Movable Bridge in Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida. The monitoring was done under baseline and different common damage scenarios for the
gearbox, motor, and rack and pinion. Data was collected for about four years, or 5,647 openings,
and was then processed using an artificial intelligence (AI) data processing algorithm to calculate
the error (damage) in the data. The results showed little error in the results and proved to be a
reliable method for continuous and automated functionality monitoring. Kim et al. (2017) used big
data to statistically and probabilistically evaluate the current condition of bridges based on
National Bridge Inventory (NBI) data. Over one million bridges were considered and were split
into four different temperature-gradient zones specified in the American Association of State
Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) Bridge
Design Specifications. It was concluded that the deterioration of decks occurs in the early service
life, but then stabilizes and requires routine maintenance. On the other hand, structural bridge
elements depend on service environments for performance and longevity. The parameters
extracted from the NBI data used to analyze the performance included the age, average daily traffic
(ADT), superstructure type and condition, and deck type and condition. The group then established
kinetic patterns in bridge performance based on erection trend, structure type, service environment,
and current condition rating. Overall, it was concluded that the structures in zones 1 and 3
deteriorated more than the other two zones, which is possibly due to higher ADT and thermal
loadings. The properties of materials used in structures has also been studied. For example,
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Gandomi et al. (2016) performed a case study on concrete creep formulation using genetic
programming for experimental big data mining. The authors modeled the time dependent total
creep of concrete that was accurately used for both normal and high strength concrete by multiobjective genetic programming (MGOP). MGOP, which is ideal for complex civil engineering
systems, has the ability to simultaneously solve for two competing objectives: maximizing the
goodness-of-fit and minimizing the complexity of the model. Input variables included the waterto-cement ratio, concrete mean compressive strength at 28 days, volume-to-surface ratio, water
content, cement content, aggregate to cement ratio by weight, age of concrete at loading, ambient
relative humidity, and time since the load application. Results from this study exhibited that the
most statistically significant contribution parameter was the concrete mean compressive strength
at 28 days. The MGOP technique can be used on various types of big data to generate nonlinear
models within the civil engineering realm.
A traffic congestion detection system was conducted by Cardenas-Benitez et al. (2016) that
simulated and evaluated the congestion using C++ for the big data cluster program. The congestion
was recorded to adjust the model and then alerted users based on real time data. The program
reduced arrival times by 70% and CO2 emissions by 50% on average. Lv et al. (2015;2014;) used
a spatial and temporal correlation deep learning approach to predict traffic flow with big data. The
study used a stacked autoencoder model is a neural network that has the ability to learn, similarly
to the human brain, various traffic flow features and provide valuable information to reduce travel
time, lessen carbon emissions, and enhance traffic operations. This type of algorithm has the ability
to obtain fundamental elements in the data, uncovering trends in the data. The big data used
included inductive loops, radars, cameras, mobile global position system (GPS), crowd sourcing,
social media, etc. for the prediction. The algorithm iterates until the least error is computed, fine-
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tuning parameters in the iteration along the way. A stacked autoencoder model can be seen in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Deep Architecture Model Stacked Autoencoder Model (Lv et al., 2015; 2014)
Upon application to the Caltrans Performance Measurement System, the authors recognized that
the model provides accurate predictions for heavy and medium traffic flow conditions. Resilience
studies can also be applied to more than just bridges using big data. Zhu et al. (2016) studied the
resilience of transportation modes after detrimental hurricanes Sandy and Irene in New York City.
The New York City taxi and subway ridership data were used to estimate recovery curves for each
evacuation zone category using R script and rgdal geoprocessing package. The authors stated that
the nature of resilience includes four phases: normality (fully functioning system), breakdown
(disruption and reduction of system performance), self-annealing (users of the system use
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alternative means), and recovery (restoration of infrastructure and service), shown in Figure 6.
This cycle can similarly be applied to highway infrastructure.

Figure 6: Resilience Cycle (Zhu et al. (2016))
Results indicated that roadways maintained higher resiliency than the subway system for both
natural disasters, likely due to flooding that occurred in the underground stations.
Decision makers often have to decide amongst themselves which infrastructure to allocate
funds to within the fiscal year since the budget provided is often less than the cost of necessary
projects. Chen and Ying (2020) provided a cost calculation model for railway bridge concrete
engineering using big data that could be implemented internationally. The major shortcoming of
an algorithm as such is the lack of new technology utilization and uncertainty in the cost of
engineering and construction work. The study opted for a Java environment framework, Hibemata,
and MATLAB for the cost analysis. It uses historical data for material costs and previous project
costs for labor to ensure accurate predictions. In addition, the model takes into consideration the
condition of the bridge to create a three-dimensional model to carry out simulation experiments.
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Overall, this algorithm could optimize the decision-making process while providing accurate
estimates for total project costs. Algorithms regarding railroad condition, planning, and cost have
also been previously conducted. Again, decision makers must determine the best maintenance
practice based on inspection reports and allocated maintenance budget. Durazo-Cardenas et al.
(2018) proposed an autonomous planning approach for preservation on railway infrastructure
using New Measurement Trains (NMT). NMT are trains that have various sensors including
scanning lasers, high resolution cameras, ultrasonic systems, and linear variable differential
transformer probes. The data is captured by the NMT, processed and converted into the ideal
format, and located using geo-tagged information to determine where the maintenance is required.
The algorithm uses data fusion, which is often used for condition-based maintenance systems, to
develop high level integrating architecture including degradation state estimation and alarms,
planning and scheduling, and cost analysis. The operation reduced the need for in-person
maintenance inspections and provided visual output in real-time directly to the decision makers.
In summary, big data provides researchers the opportunity to analyze large quantities of
data in a short period of time, whether it be traffic data, structural health monitoring data, or bridge
inspection data. Thus far, great research effort has been made in order to understand big data and
how it can be used innovatively in the civil engineering field. Many studies focused on one specific
type of big data, although highway infrastructure resilience is based upon various parameters that
are extremely important to include in the predictions and future planning. In Florida specifically,
distinctive measures must be taken for the multi-hazards/loading that arise on the infrastructure
throughout the state. Thus, there is a need to encompass all data that affects the condition of
Florida’s bridges, including traffic data, structural performance data, environmental data, and
human factor data in the analysis.
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2.3 Overweight and Superload Permitting
There have been various studies on the permitting process for overweight and superload
vehicles. One of the original studies on superload permitting was by researchers Nord and Hovey
(2000), who created an automated permitting software, called FASTRACS for Colorado
Department of Transportation (DOT). If the permit application was for a vehicle with GVW more
than 200,000 pounds, the engineers in the bridge unit at Colorado DOT reviewed the request to
determine the outcome. This program resulted in a simplified permitting process, thus eliminating
long response times for the trucking industry.
Grimson et al. (2008) conducted a study on superload effects on the Bonnet Carré Spillway
Bridge on Interstate 10 in Louisiana using finite-element modeling and field experimentation. The
behavior of the bridge was predicted under three different superload vehicles using a simplified
computer analysis. The authors concluded that there are discrepancies between actual
configuration and that stated on the permit application, amplifying the requirement to assess wheel
loads prior to departure. An interesting study that specifically studied the behavior of steel bridges
under extreme loading was completed by Culmo et al. (2004). In Connecticut, a permit vehicle
with GVW of 1,000,000 pounds passed over a steel bridge with three spans and strain data was
collected. Researchers concluded that live load distribution factors for highway bridges were
realistic and conservative. Authors Fu and Fu (2006) studied bridge condition rating processes,
bridge evaluation and inspection practices, and permit regulations for overweight vehicles. There
were 42 state transportation agencies in the United States and Canada who answered
questionnaires from the authors to initiate a detailed synthesis study. It was concluded that only 13
of the 42 plan to change their permitting policies, including Alabama, Alaska, California, Florida,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, Wisconsin and Virginia.
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Revised LRFD live load factors were presented by Curtis and Till (2008) for Michigan DOT
based on WIM data. Often superload vehicles travel through several states, hence requiring a
unified permitting process throughout the United States. An attempt to do so was made by the
Western Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (WASHTO), who issued a
guide (WASHTO, 2009) that provided a consistent method for handling permit applications that
plan to travel through multiple states. The handbook recommended that the maximum weight for
overweight permit vehicles shall be 160 kips and have at least five axles. More specifically, the
weight per inch of tire shall be less than 600 pounds and the maximum weight per axle, per tandem
axle, and per tridem axle is 21,500 pounds, 43,000 pounds, and 53,000 pounds, respectively.
Authors Zhao and Tabatabai (2009) utilized three overweight vehicle datasets, including WIM
data, permit records, and overweight vehicles in neighboring states. Results from the moment and
shear analysis based on this data was compared to a 250,000-pound standard superload for simply
supported bridges and continuous bridges. The authors concluded that this superload provides an
envelope for vehicles with fewer than nine axles, though there are fewer vehicles with larger load
effects. Thus, a five-axle short truck was proposed by the authors to use as the standard permit
vehicle used at Wisconsin DOT. A study was performed on the effects of superload on a 16-span
structure built in 1958 by Sherman et al. (2011). This site was subject to extreme live loading since
it was in route of a power plant facility construction site. One hundred vehicles ranging from
200,000 pounds to 1,000,000 pounds and occurring within a year long period on the structure.
Long-term monitoring was used to study the bridges performance, and a fracture and fatigue life
evaluation was completed. Results concluded that the superload occurrences did not have a
substantial impact on the bridge performance long-term.
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Farrar et. al (2014) conducted a comprehensive investigation on the current state-of-practice
to identify the best methodology for a uniform superload permitting process. The authors visited
18 states and provided recommendations for coordinating the permitting process and future
research topics. Papagiannakis (2015) conducted a synthesis study on practices for permitting
superheavy commercial vehicles (SHCVs) or “superloads” regarding highway pavement data. The
author completed a detailed literature review and collected additional details on superload
permitting through a web-based survey. As shown in Figure 7, the criteria used to define a SHCV
or superload varies significantly among jurisdictions from less than 120 kips to more than 200
kips. Most states classify superload gross vehicle weight between 140-160 kips, thus the average
of 150 kips will be used in this study.
Su and Nassif (2016) performed the characterization of truck traffic in New Jersey based
on 20 years of WIM data. Several studies have also been conducted on the impact of overweight
trucks on service life and performance of bridge structures (Lou et. al, 2016, 2017). Additionally,
Su et. al (2017) conducted a comprehensive review on the state-of-the-practice in load rating and
permitting using superload in the United States.
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Figure 7: Geographic distribution of the GVWs defining SHCVs in the United States
(Papagiannakis, 2015)
In summary, great research effort has been made to better understand superload that travel
on highways, although most of the research effort focuses on accelerating the permitting process
and the load effect on structures. Superload has its own distinct characteristics that differ from
other vehicle loads and must be accurately recorded to determine their effects on highway
infrastructure, however few studies have been performed to characterize and predict such
superload. Thus, there is a need to better understand the characteristics of superload and to develop
an analytical prediction procedure for future use in the permitting process and highway
infrastructure management. In this paper, the authors aimed to develop a general procedure for
characterization and prediction of superload using an advanced gradient boosting machine learning
algorithm. By applying the new analytical procedure, the characterization of superload was
performed for Florida WIM sites and the prediction of key parameters, including gross vehicle
weight, individual axle weights, and maximum axle weight, was conducted.
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2.4 Current Infrastructure Maintenance Practices
There are over 600,000 bridges in the United States in which state or local governmental
agencies must manage and maintain to keep routes open and their citizens safe. Due to limited
funding each year, these agencies must choose where to allocate maintenance costs for bridge
structures, although there is not always a clear solution. The transition to adopt a systematic bridge
management and maintenance program has been proposed in the U.S Department of
Transportation (DOT) Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Bridge Preservation Guide:
Maintaining a Resilient Infrastructure to Preserve Mobility (2018). The document is intended to
provide guidance for the Federal, State, and local bridge agencies in order to establish and improve
bridge preservation programs.
A bridge asset management program includes three bridge action categories including
preservation/preventative maintenance, rehabilitation, and replacement. Bridge preservation aims
to lengthen the service life of the structure by performing cyclical or condition-based maintenance.
Cyclical maintenance includes cleaning the bridge or joints, flushing drains, sealing the deck,
parapet, rail, or concrete cracks, etc. and is usually done while the bridge is in good and fair
condition. Condition-based maintenance practices involve repairing or replacing minor bridge
components, electrochemical extraction, protective coating reapplications, pile preservation, etc.
and are performed when the structure is in fair or poor condition. Bridge rehabilitation consists of
a major undertaking to mend the structure, including partial/complete deck replacement and
superstructure replacement. This action category along with a total replacement are much more
involved and require extensive designing, scheduling, and funding.
Crucial concrete deck concerns to look for include cracking, scaling, spalling, leaching,
chloride contamination, potholing, delamination, and full or partial depth failures. For steel deck
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components, inspectors examine for broken welds, broken grids, section loss, and growth of filled
grids from corrosion. Although more uncommon, concerns in timber decks include splitting,
crushing, fastener failure, and deterioration from rot. Careful attention must be taken in
superstructure elements for cracking, deterioration, section loss, and malfunction and
misalignment of bearings. The substructure must also be thoroughly investigated for cracking,
section loss, settlement, misalignment, scour, collision damage, and corrosion.
Florida DOT maintains bridge information documents on their website including the
Maintenance and Repair Handbook that contains maintenance operations for all features of the
structure (2018). Routine deck maintenance includes properly removing debris by hand sweeping,
shovel, high-pressure water/air, or mechanical devices. To control salt and moisture penetration
and prevent corrosion, preventative maintenance of concrete decks is required. This includes
maintaining the bridge drains, regularly testing for chloride penetration, delamination, and active
corrosion, resealing/overlaying the deck and cracks, and potentially partially removing or
replacing the deck. Types of sealers include silanes, siloxanes, silicone, and polymers and shall be
installed on dry decks in warmer temperatures. Concrete patching results in a safer and more
acceptable riding surface, especially where potholes exist, although is a temporary repair except if
all contaminated concrete is taken out before patching. Repairing cracks can be vital to prevent
corrosion in the reinforcing steel. Overlays, whether cementitious bituminous or polymer, can be
applied for preventative maintenance or as a repair action to improve rideability or prevent
corrosion. Replacement of concrete decks is considered a major project and is usually avoided by
maintenance crews. Steel decks often have maintenance concerns regarding the welds and rivets,
open drainage, and traction and must be carefully inspected to prevent hazards. Timber decks
typically require the least repair effort since the planks can be easily replaced with careful attention
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to fastening. Any bituminous wearing surface shall be upheld effectively to provide enough
traction for vehicles.
Superstructures also require their own maintenance plan. Preventative maintenance
includes regularly cleaning the bearings and structural members with high-pressure water/air or
mechanical devices. Bearing cleanliness is vital because it allows for small movements within the
superstructure without overstressing the beam seat or other bridge members. Concrete beam and
girder repair can include crack repair, spall repair, and tendon splicing. For crack repair, epoxy
injection, penetrant sealer, drypacking, shear crack stitching, or post tensioning can be
implemented to reduce the effects of cracking. Steel beams and girders often require corrosion
repair, which consists of cutting out the damaged section and replacing it with a new section. Crack
repairs can be done by retrofitting the cracks at the fatigue-prone zones, reinforcing the steel beams
where the web has cracked. Cover plates, post-tensioning, or king-post trusses may be used to
strengthen the structural elements of the steel superstructure. Replacement may be performed, if
necessary, by jacking parts of the bridge, removing the damaged portion, welding the new beam
in place, and setting the new beam. Timber beam cracks usually result in replacement to save cost
in the long-term.
According to U.S. DOT FHWA Asset Management Overview, Florida uses a program and
policy planning process in order to manage its transportation infrastructure (2007). The department
works together with various departments, including planning and financial management,
maintenance, bridge, and pavement, to determine the best solution. The management system
divides pavement, bridge, and routine maintenance into three separate categories to make smart
investment decisions. The overview states that any deck rating less than a 6 based on the NBI
system is appropriate for treatment. A sufficient bridge superstructure is one not showing any
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structural deterioration, not requiring a posted weight limit, and not needing preventative
maintenance. Roadway, roadside, vegetation and aesthetics, traffic services, and drainage are
included in the maintenance rating program in which anything above an 80 percent is considered
adequate. Overall, Florida maintains the existing infrastructure before spending taxpayer dollars
on new networks to ensure what already exists is adequate for rideability and safety.
There are many resources that act as a guide to adequately maintain and manage bridge
structures, although without an unlimited budget, decision makers must still choose which
structures to prioritize. It is clear that although there are guides on the specific actions to be taken
when a bridge requires maintenance, guides for how to create a maintenance plan, and a rating
system that will determine the state of the structure, there is no objective method to properly
maintain a bridge.
2.5 Automated Management and Maintenance
Few studies have been performed to derive an automated bridge management and
maintenance. A survey sent by Chandran (2017) in India concluded that 90% of Indian highway
departments were following the conventional method of inspection and maintenance records for
when to perform maintenance on bridge structures. There is such software that can predict bridge
performance and whole-life maintenance costing, although these do not include the inconsistencies
that occur during the lifespan of a bridge. Liu and Frangopol (2004) conducted a study that
involved a multiobjective genetic algorithm based numerical procedure to determine the best
maintenance practices. This analysis chose solutions based on the condition index, safety index,
and cumulative life-cycle maintenance cost. Reservations include uncertainty by randomness and
imperfect modeling (Liu and Frangopol, 2004). A multi-linear model determined the time-varying
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decline provided no maintenance and time-based or performance-based maintenance, which can
be seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Multi-linear Performance Profile Model under No Maintenance and under (a)
Time-based, and Under (b) Performance-based Maintenance Interventions
(Liu and Frangopol, 2004)
The goal was maximizing the best safety index and lessening the existing value of total service life
maintenance costs. Researchers concluded that these uncertainties have a significant impact on the
maintenance planning procedure and must be considered.
Another study was performed to determine the accuracy of the Markov decision process
(MDP), which is a maintenance decision-making model to formulate models and find optimal
solutions (Scherer & Glagola, 1994). The Markov process, which includes determining the state
variables, Markov chains, decision variables, rewards associated with taking actions while in
various states, and objective function of the model. The paper implemented the Markov process as
a stochastic model to measure bridge deterioration. Bridges chosen were located in Virginia and
were classified into the following categories: (1) road system, (2) climate, (3) traffic loading, (4)
bridge type, (5) bridge spans, and (6) bridge age. If no maintenance is performed, the Markov
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process estimates that bridges would deteriorate as shown in Table 1. Condition ratings are further
described in Section 3.1.2.
Table 1: Markov Matrix Deterioration Expected Values (Scherer & Glagola, 1994)

Time (years)

Condition Rating

0

9

4

7.39

8

6.3

16

4.872

32

3.53

64

3.024

It was concluded that the Markov model for bridges throughout Virginia proved to be an accurate
method for estimating condition ratings. Recommendations from the authors include evaluating
the impacts of specific maintenance policies, generating policies that would maximize the quality
of the infrastructure while adhering to budgetary, and determining the required budget for
achieving a given level of service for a particular infrastructure problem (Scherer & Glagola,
1994).
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CHAPTER 3: BRIDGE DETERIORATION MODELING
3.1 Live Load Modeling
Permit vehicles cause substantial impacts on all roadways and bridges throughout the
country. These vehicles must be properly permitted and accounted for so that state and federal
agencies can plan effectively for future maintenance. This section includes the traffic
characterization and prediction of both superload and overweight vehicles using a gradient
boosting machine learning algorithm. It also quantifies the loading effects by correlating structural
performance data and live load data throughout Florida’s infrastructure.
3.1.1 Weigh-in-Motion Database
Highway agencies are responsible for protecting taxpayer dollars invested in highway
infrastructure. For safety and system preservation, trucking operational characteristics (i.e., size
and weight) are regulated using federal and state legislation and policies. The current maximum
federal non-permit commercial vehicle standards on the interstate highway system are:
•

Single Axle: 20,000 pounds

•

Tandem axle: 34,000 pounds

•

Gross vehicle weight (GVW): 80,000 pounds

Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) transtat office maintains an oracle database
which stores per-vehicle, time-stamped Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) data collected from 31 existing
permanent WIM stations. The earliest available data was collected in 2002, however the longest
continuous record was collected from 2009 to 2017, which was used in this study. The unbiased
collection and monitoring of truck movement, weight data, and axle configuration provide the
basis for understanding their impact on the state’s highway infrastructure. Among 31 sites that
FDOT operates, 13 sites were selected to represent the traffic loads from four major highways in
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the state of Florida (Figure 9). There are 3 sites on I-10, 3 sites on I-95, 5 sites on I-75, and 2 sites
on I-4. The two additional sites, 9958 on I-10 and 9962 on I-4, contained no data for the years of
interest.

Figure 9: Map of Selected WIM Sites
For each WIM data record, there are 55 attributes to describe each individual vehicle. These
attributes include File Type, County, Site, Unit No., Direction, Lane, BegDate, Time Interval, Veh
No., SchemeF_Code, Veh_Type, Vol_Code, Speed, Veh_Length, Gross Wt, AXLEWT1,
LEFTWGT1, RIGHTWGT1, AXLEWT2, LEFTWGT2, RIGHTWGT2, ... , AXLEWT9,
LEFTWGT9, RIGHTWGT9, NUM_AXLE_SP, NUM_AXLES, WHEELBASE, SPACING1,
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SPACING2, ... , SPACING 8, TYPE, and ERROR MSG. The WIM data for each site was initially
processed by following the procedure developed by the authors as illustrated in Figure 10. The
data was then analyzed based on the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 13 vehicle
category classification (FHWA, 2016). The superload data obtained upon processing was later
utilized for characterization and prediction.

Figure 10: WIM Data Processing Procedure
3.1.2 National Bridge Inventory Database
General condition ratings are provided by the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) data in the
Recording and Coding Guide for the Structure Inventory and Appraisal of the Nation’s Bridges
by the U.S. DOT FHWA (1995) to describe the state of the structure. Data is provided for each
structure carrying highway traffic or each inventory route which goes under a structure and is
organized using a unique coding system for each state, county, level of service, route number,
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directional suffix, and many others. The general condition ratings are used as a guide in evaluating
the deck, superstructure, and substructure elements of a bridge separately. The condition ratings
are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: NBI Condition Ratings (FHWA, 1995)
Code
N
9
8
7
6
5
4

3

2

1

0

Condition

Description

Not Applicable

-

Excellent Condition

-

Very Good Condition

No problems noted.

Good Condition

Some minor problems.

Satisfactory Condition
Fair Condition
Poor Condition

Serious Condition

Critical Condition

“Imminent” Failure
Condition

Failed Condition

Actions
-

Preservation
Cyclic
Maintenance

Structural elements show some minor
deterioration.
Preservation
All primary structural elements are sound Condition-Based
Maintenance
but may have minor section loss,
cracking, spalling, or scour.
Advanced section loss, deterioration,
spalling, or scour.
Loss of section, deterioration, spalling, or
scour have seriously affected primary
structural components. Local Failures are
possible. Fatigue cracks in steel or shear
cracks in concrete may be present.
Advanced deterioration of primary
structural elements. Fatigue cracks in
steel or shear cracks in concrete may be
present or scour may have removed
Rehabilitation or
substructure support. Unless closely
Replacement
monitored, it may be necessary to close
the bridge until corrective action is taken.
Major deterioration or section loss present
in critical structural components or
obvious vertical or horizontal movement
affecting structure stability. Bridge is
closed to traffic, but corrective action
may put back in light service.
Out of service. Beyond corrective action.
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A brief overview of the state of Florida’s interstate bridges can be seen using the U.S. DOT FHWA
Long-Term Bridge Performance InfoBridge web portal. Interstates include I-4, I-10, I-75, and I95. Florida contains the highest percentage of interstate bridges that are in good condition at
76.22%. A graphical representation of the percentages of interstate bridges in good condition by
bridge count of the United States can be seen in Figure 11. The total number of interstate bridges
in Florida is 1,871.

Figure 11: Percentage of Bridges in Good Condition by State (LTBP InfoBridge)
Important aspects to consider for an optimal management and maintenance plan include bridge
age, current bridge condition, average daily truck traffic, and the material of the bridge. Florida’s
interstate bridge characteristics are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Important Bridge Characteristics (LTBP InfoBridge)
The number of bridges in good, fair, and poor condition is 1,429, 436, and 7, respectively. The
bridge age with the highest percentage for Florida’s interstate bridges is between 50 and 60 years
old, while almost all bridges were built less than 60 years ago. Many bridges fall within the lesser
part of the ADTT graph, although there are bridges that have an ADTT upwards of 25,000, which
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plays an enormous role in the deterioration rate of the structure. Lastly, most bridges on Florida’s
interstates are made of simple span prestressed concrete. This offers a great tool to determine the
characteristics of any state’s bridges and easily recognize trends within that state.
Florida’s highway bridges were exported from the NBI database and sorted based on the four
major highways throughout the state: I-4, I-10, I-75, and I-95. The total number of bridges
comprised in the analysis was 1,141. There are 198 bridges on I-4, 82 bridges on I-10, 457 bridges
on I-75, and 404 bridges on I-95. The individual deck and superstructure condition ratings per
interstate were extracted. The results for the deck condition rating is shown in Figure 13. Most
bridge decks have been maintained at a condition rating of 7, which means it is in good condition
with some minor problems. I-4 has 74% of bridge decks in good condition (GCR of 7 or higher)
and the remaining in fair condition, requiring condition-based preventative maintenance. The
majority of bridge decks on I-10 have a GCR of 7, with few in fair condition and one in poor
condition. I-75 consists of only 16 bridges with a deck rating less than 7, meaning that most decks
on I-75 are in good condition. I-95 has 369 bridge decks in good condition, 33 in fair condition,
and two in poor condition.
Superstructure conditions maintained a similar rating as the deck. The majority of bridges on
the four interstates have a superstructure in good condition with some minor problems. I-4 includes
185 bridges with a GCR 7 or higher for the superstructure, 13 superstructures that are in fair
condition and no bridges in poor condition. Similarly, I-10 has 72 bridge superstructures in good
condition (GCR of 7 or higher), and 10 in fair condition. The interstate with the highest number of
bridges is I-75, and nearly 95% of these bridge superstructures are in good condition. I-95 also
maintains a superstructure condition rating of 7 or higher, with 90% in good condition, although
this interstate does contain two bridge superstructures in poor condition.
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Figure 13: Bridge Condition Ratings for Bridge Structures on Florida’s
I-4, I-10, I-75, and I-95
The connection between live load traffic data and bridge condition rating was evaluated by
following the procedure shown in Figure 14. First, the sites were sorted in four different categories
to be implemented in 3.1.5, including 1) low superload and low overweight, 2) low superload and
high overweight, 3) high superload and high overweight, and 4) high superload and low
overweight. This organization is able to isolate each resulting live load deterioration to either
superload, overweight, or the combination of, or lack thereof, both. For the NBI database, bridges
were filtered by state to Florida and route signing prefix to interstate highway. Interstates 275, 110,
and 295 were excluded from these results.
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Figure 14: Organization for Combined NBI and WIM Analysis and Simulation
3.1.3 Characterization of Permit Vehicles
The first step in properly planning for the quantity of permit vehicles in the future is to
analyze current developments in both superload and overweight vehicles. For the purpose of this
study, overweight vehicles included any vehicle with GVW greater than or equal to 80,000 pounds
and less than 150,000 pounds. A superload vehicle is any vehicle with GVW greater than or equal
to 150,000 pounds. It is important to distinguish between each subset because the majority of
overweight vehicles are between 80,000-90,000 pounds, while superload is typically between
150,000-160,000 pounds. The following characterization for each category of permit vehicles
includes determining vehicle configuration, speed, and vital weight parameters (GVW, maximum
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axle weight, and average axle weight). A comparison was also performed from the first (2009) and
last (2017) year within the analysis period to display how permit vehicles have transformed over
the years.
3.1.3.1 Superload Characterization
Superload vehicles have their own distinct attributes that differ from other permitted vehicles,
thus presenting a need to better understand trends for these extremely heavy vehicles. The
characterization was performed using a procedure to discover trends in the data set. Superload
(GVW ≥150,000 lbs) is generally composed of seven or more axles, a class 13 vehicle by FHWA.
On site 9936 from 2009-2017, 99% of vehicles were class 13, thus consist of the nine possible
truck configurations as shown in Figure 15. There was a total of 39 possible superload
configurations from site 9936, but those not shown contained less than 1% of all superload. Many
superload have 8 axles with two tridem axles, or any variation of 9 axles. Note that actual trailer
configurations may vary depending on specific transportation needs.

Figure 15: Class 13 Typical Vehicle Configuration
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Further investigation was performed to determine the distribution of spacing between various
axles. Spacing between the first two axles, SPACING1, displayed little variation amongst
superload vehicles, shown in Figure 16. SPACING1 is typically between 10 and 25 feet in length.
SPACING 2 also displayed little variation between lengths, typically in tandem with another axle
at approximately 5 feet. Superload with longer SPACING2 values are not as heavy as those in
tandem. SPACING3 displays a similar trend, with axles either in tandem/tridem, around 15 feet,
or 35 feet. The distribution for length SPACING4 displayed the greatest range with 25% of
superload with length of 0-10 feet, 21% between 10-20 feet, and 50% within 30-40 feet. Vehicles
with shorter SPACING4 lengths (0-20 feet) range from 150-200 kips in GVW. Those with longer
SPACING4 values generally have lesser GVW from 150-180 kips. SPACING5 lengths for
superload vehicles were generally either between 0-10 feet (79%) or between 30-40 feet (15%),
both with similar ranges of GVW. Similar to SPACING5 values, SPACING6 lengths are mostly
between 0-15 feet (80%) and 30-45 feet (14%). For vehicles that consist of 8 axles, SPACING7
lengths were mostly between 0-20 feet (93%) and 30-40 (6%) feet. The spacing between the last
two axles, SPACING8, was either 0 (no 9th axle) or less than 10 feet (90%), or between 10-20 feet
(10%). In general, longer spacing between any axles tend to have lower GVW. Spacing variation
will play a key role in the future predictions of the vital superload parameters.
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Figure 16: GVW vs Spacing Distribution Amongst Superload
(Site 9936 on I-10, 2009-2017)
Figure 17 presents the superload trends of speed, number of axles, and length based on data
collected from site 9936 on I-10 from 2009 to 2017. The majority of superload (>60%) travels
between 60-69 mph. It also revealed that 52% of superload are 8-axle vehicles and 44% of
superload are 9-axle vehicles. Superload vehicle length displayed a larger variation, with 45% of
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vehicles under 100 feet in length and 35% greater than 300 feet in length. Similar characteristics
were also observed for other sites throughout Florida.

Figure 17: Histogram for Superload by Speed (left), Number of Axles (center), and Vehicle
Length (right) (Site 9936 on I-10, 2009-2017)
Important characteristics of superload include maximum axle weight and average axle weight,
which are both vital components for pavement deterioration analyses and state maintenance
budgeting. For 8-axle superload, the maximum axle weight is often higher than that of 9-axle
vehicles, shown in Figure 18. In general, maximum axle weight for 8-axle superload and 9-axle
superload are approximately 22,000 pounds to 30,000 pounds and 18,000 pounds to 23,000
pounds, respectively. Average axle weight amongst superload exhibited a clear correlation with
GVW and number of axles. For 8-axle superload, average axle weight ranges from 19,000 pounds
to nearly 26,000 pounds, with GVW between 150,000 pounds to 205,000 pounds. Average axle
weight was lower for 9-axle superload, ranging from 17,000 pounds to 23,000 pounds, with an
identical GVW range.
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Figure 18: Maximum Axle Weight (left) and Average Axle Weight (right) vs. GVW for
Superload with 8 and 9 Axles (Site 9936 on I-10, 2009-2017)
An evaluation was conducted to compare GVW and average weight per axle in 2009 and 2017,
as shown in Figure 19. Most vehicles (89%) on site 9936 from all years were between 150-170
kips. Superload displayed an increase in GVW between 150-160 kips in 2017. Superload with
GVW between 190-200 kips also increased in 2017. Likewise, the results displayed heavier axle
weights for nearly all axles on site 9936 in 2017. The axle with the biggest increase was axle 9 and
the heaviest axles were axle 3 and axle 4, with axle weight of approximately 21,000 pounds.
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Figure 19: Comparison of GVW (left) and Average Weight per Axle (right) for 2009 and
2017 (Site 9936 on I-10)
3.1.3.2 Overweight Characterization
The second subset of permit vehicles includes overweight vehicles. Although lighter in
GVW than superload vehicles, the quantity of overweight vehicles cause substantial damage to
bridges nationwide. WIM data shows that, for each interstate, approximately 50,000 overweight
vehicles travel throughout Florida annually in comparison to only hundreds of superload vehicles.
Similar to superload vehicles, overweight vehicles contain various characteristics that can be
analyzed to accurately predict important weight values used in the permitting process. This allows
for proper preparation for infrastructure management and maintenance, given accurate route and
other trucking information. The following characterization was performed to determine typical
overweight vehicle data and how they have transitioned throughout the nine-year analysis period.
On site 9936 from 2009-2017, 93% of vehicles were a 5-axle tractor semitrailer. In addition, the
remaining vehicles contained six (5%) or seven (2%) axles. Typical configurations of the
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previously stated vehicles can be seen in Figure 20. It is important to note that the actual
configuration may vary and was accounted for in the prediction.

Figure 20: Overweight Typical Vehicle Configuration
Additional research was done to determine the correlation between GVW and each individual
spacing value. As shown in Figure 21, longer spacing values typically occur between axles 3 and
9. SPACING1 displayed smallest variation between lengths and GVW, as most were recorded to
have lengths between 10 and 25 feet. The distance between axles 2 and 3, or SPACING2, was
mostly between 4 and 6 feet, which means that they are acting in tandem/tridem. Lighter vehicles
tend to have shorter SPACING2 values. For SPACING3, it is clear that many vehicles either
contain tandem/tridem axles, or much longer lengths (25-45 feet) between axles. For 5-axle
vehicles, SPACING3 is the length of the trailer (Figure 20). SPACING4 values are fairly
distributed between GVW and are either between 30 and 40 feet or 5-10 feet. Since most
overweight vehicles only contain five axles, the most common value for SPACING5, SPACING6,
SPACING7, and SPACING8 is zero amongst all GVW values. In general, as GVW increases,
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there are less vehicles with longer spacing values, which was also seen in the superload
characterization. Comparing to superload arrangement, overweight vehicles tend to have longer
SPACING3 values, which suggests variation in trailer configuration between the two types. For
example, a 5-axle overweight vehicle may have one single, longer trailer versus an 8-axle
superload vehicle with multiple, shorter trailers.

Figure 21: GVW vs Spacing Distribution Amongst Overweight Vehicles
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From overweight vehicles on site 9936 on I-10 in 2009-2017, speed, number of axles, and vehicle
length were extracted for the characterization. As shown in Figure 22, most overweight vehicles
(~70%) tend to travel just below the 70 mph speed limit, which was higher than that of superload
by approximately 10%. As previously shown, the majority of overweight vehicles contain five
axles. Over 95% of overweight vehicles range from 50-75 feet in length, much shorter than that
seen in the superload characterization. Over 90% of overweight vehicles are classified as a class 9
vehicle, a 5-axle tractor semitrailer, based on the FHWA vehicle category classification.

Figure 22: Histogram for Overweight Vehicles by Speed (top, left), Number of Axles (top,
right), Vehicle Length (bottom, left), and Vehicle Classification (bottom, right)
(Site 9936 on I-10, 2009-2017)
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Overweight vehicles are lighter in GVW than superload, thus average axle weight is typically also
less, as shown in Figure 23. The range for overweight average axle weight is between 10,000
pounds and 30,000 pounds, while it ranges between 17,000 pounds and 28,000 pounds for
superload. Contrarily, the maximum axle weight for overweight vehicles tend to be slightly higher
than that of superload. Maximum axle weight has a larger range of values between 12,000 pounds
and 35,000 pounds for most overweight vehicles. Results are shown by number of axles, where 5axle vehicles are blue, 6-axle vehicles are orange, and 7-axle vehicles are yellow. The results
suggest that for both superload and overweight vehicles, less axles result in higher average axle
weight and maximum axle weight. This is important since over 90% of overweight vehicles are 5axle tractor semi-trailers, causing extreme damage to the infrastructure.

Figure 23: Maximum Axle Weight and Average Axle Weight vs. GVW for
Overweight Vehicles (Site 9936 on I-10, 2009-2017)
Lastly, a similar comparison as superload was conducted to express the growth of overweight
vehicles from 2009 to 2017, as shown in Figure 24. There was an increase in GVW between 80
and 90 kips from 2009 to 2017, the range where over 90% of overweight vehicles are classified.
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For individual average axle weight, there were increases in axle 1, 7, and 8 from 2009 to 2017.
The increase in axles 7 and 8 suggest that overweight vehicles are implementing longer and heavier
trailers. The heaviest axles are axles 3 through 5, weighing on average 18,000 pounds.

Figure 24: Comparison of GVW (left) and Average Weight per Axle (right) for 2009 and
2017 (Site 9936 on I-10)
Further characterization was conducted for each individual vehicle class, shown in Figure
25. Most overweight vehicles are between 80,000 pounds and 90,000 pounds, other than class 13
vehicles. For class 9, class 11, and class 12, over 90% of vehicles are within this range. Class 10
vehicles often have a GVW between 80,000 pounds and 90,000 pounds (~60%), although nearly
30% of the time contains higher GVW between 90,000 pounds and 100,000 pounds. The remainder
of class 10 vehicles fall between 100,000 pounds and 130,000 pounds, in which very little vehicles
in class 9, class 11, and class 12 were recorded. Class 13 vehicles are generally heavier, just below
being classified as a superload. Only ~20% of class 13 overweight vehicles are less than 100,000
pounds, while the most common range seen was between 110,000 pounds and 130,000 pounds
(~40%).
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Figure 25: Gross Vehicle Weight by Vehicle Class for All Overweight Vehicles (2009-2017)
(Site 9936 on I-10)
3.1.4 Prediction of Permit Vehicles
Permit vehicles have substantial impacts on Florida’s infrastructure, consequently there is
great need for state agencies to accurately predict vital characteristics of these vehicles. Analyses
were performed using the WIM data throughout Florida to determine the GVW, maximum axle
weight, and individual axle weights for permit vehicles recorded from 2009 to 2017 at site 9936
on I-10, although the same procedure can be conducted on any WIM site data. A testing procedure
was developed and predictions using gradient boosting machine (GBM) learning algorithm were
conducted to predict GVW, individual axle weights, and maximum axle weight. Analyses were
conducted using limited training and validation variables in order to predict future values based on
the provided data. This allows for state agencies to require fewer input parameters from trucking
companies, while still upholding accurate permit vehicle characteristic predictions. The GBM
algorithm provided high accuracy in the prediction of vital permit vehicle weight parameters based
on the spacing, classification, and date values.
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3.1.4.1 Testing of Permit Vehicles
The characterization of superload and overweight vehicles displayed that crucial parameters
of WIM data varies over time, such as GVW, axle weights, and maximum axle weight. Thus, to
better understand these vehicles, it is important to not only capture the current status of superload
and overweight vehicles, but also to determine the most significant parameters for an accurate
prediction. With sophisticated machine learning techniques, GBM can carry out complex
predictions with the scheme as shown in Figure 26. An effective GBM prediction model depends
on a complete and accurate training dataset. With over 10 years of data available for this study,
the partitions of training, validation, and testing periods were optimized to improve the accuracy
of the prediction models. The scheme that resulted in the highest accuracy was used for each
prediction. For superload, the prediction for GVW required less training period time for highest
accuracy, therefore using option 4. The individual axle weight predictions required the most
training time when predicting superload, thus option 5 was used. Lastly, the superload maximum
axle weight prediction provided best accuracy when data was partitioned by option 2. It is observed
that the length of the validation period has less impact compared to the length of the training period.
For overweight vehicles, likely due to the larger magnitude of data, option 5 was used for highest
accuracy for all variable predictions.

Figure 26: Scheme for Time-series Prediction Using GBM
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3.1.4.2 Gradient Boosting Machine Learning Algorithm
Over the last two decades, significant advancement has been made in machine learning
algorithms and applications through extensive research. Machine learning is now a useful new tool
for practicing scientists and engineers. The machine learning algorithm aims at “learning” from
input data and then constructing a model by continuously estimating, optimizing, and tuning
parameters of the model. There are substantial advances in development of new machine learning
methods including bagging, random forests, extremely randomized tress, and boosting. The
algorithm tested various machine learning models, including deep learning, distributed random
forest, generalized linear model, stacked ensembles, and XG boost. One of the most promising
approaches is gradient boosting machine (GBM) learning that use a numerical optimization
algorithm to minimize the loss function specified as a Gaussian distribution. While historically
GBM were successfully applied in multiple fields, it is new to the realm of vehicle load modeling.
Because superload and overweight data contains many variables, comes in large data sets, and has
long term data, it was a good candidate for the application of GBM. GBM used in this study follows
the algorithm specified by Friedman (2002).
For a data string consisting of a random “output” or “response” variable y and a set of
random “input” or “explanatory” variables x =  x1 ,..., xn  , if a “training” sample

 yi , xi 1

N

of

known ( y, x ) values is given, the goal is to find a function F * ( x ) that correlates x to y . To ensure
the performance of the model, the expected value of the specified loss function  ( y, F (x) ) is
minimized
F * ( x ) = argmin E y , x  ( y, F (x) )

Eq. 1

F ( x)

Then boosting approximates F * ( x ) by an “additive” expansion of the form
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M

F ( x ) =   m h ( x; am )

Eq. 2

m=0

where the “base learner” functions h ( x; a ) are purposely chosen to be simple functions of x with
parameters a = a1 , a2 ,... . Joined together, the expansion coefficients  m 0 and the parameters
M

a m 0

M

are fit to the training data with a forward “stage wise” manner. Starting with an initial

guess F0 (x) and using m = 1, 2,..., M
N

( m , am ) = arg min
  ( yi , Fm−1 (xi ) +  h(xi ; a) )
 ,a

Eq. 3

Fm (x) = Fm−1 (x) +  m h(x; a m )

Eq. 4

i −1

Therefore, for a given h ( x; a m ) , the optimal value of the coefficient

 m is determined by

N

 m = arg min   ( yi , Fm−1 (xi ) +  h(xi ; am ) )


Eq. 5

i −1

This approach optimizes Eq. 3 based on least squares and then further optimizes it using the general
loss function criterion  .
3.1.4.3 Superload Prediction Results
Among the superload parameters, GVW, individual axle weights, and maximum axle weight
are three key parameters that can be used to describe future development of superload. Thus, the
analysis was conducted to simulate predictions of these important superload parameters using a
dataset with limited characteristics available, which is often the case for regulatory agencies. For
the prediction, the axle weights were excluded to provide a realistic scenario for actual permit
applications. The parameters considered in the prediction include vehicle class, spacing between
axles, and date of travel, all of which are typically known with high accuracy at the time of permit
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application. The high level of prediction accuracy indicates that the developed procedure and
optimized GBM algorithm is a powerful approach for the prediction of weight-based superload
characteristics. A visual representation of the GBM model accuracy is shown in the following
figures with the predictions from the testing period shown in orange. The prediction for GVW
produced a mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of 4.26%, as shown in Figure 27. The training
partition included data from 2009 through 2013, and the validation and testing periods were 2014
and 2015-2017, respectively.

Figure 27: GBM Prediction of Gross Vehicle Weight for Superload (Site 9936 on I-10)
Each individual axle weight prediction utilized the longest training periods (2009-2015) for
the highest accuracy, while using only 2016 and 2017 for the validation and testing period,
respectively. Table 3 below shows all axle weight prediction results for simplicity. The prediction
of AXLEWGT1 resulted in a MAPE of 15.7%. The prediction of AXLEWGT2 produced much
higher MAPE of 22.3% due to the large variation in axle weights between 5,000 pounds and 20,000
pounds for all years of data. Average values for this axle weight were 17,000 pounds in 2009 and
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15,000 pounds in 2017. The second axle can either be in tandem with axle 1 or serve as the initial
drive axle for the vehicle depending on the configuration. AXLEWGT1 and AXLEWGT2 were
amongst the lightest axles of superload vehicles.
Table 3: Summary of Results from Axle Weight Predictions (Superload)

Prediction Parameter MAPE (%)
AXLEWT1
15.7
AXLEWT2
22.3
AXLEWT3
13.4
AXLEWT4
11.6
AXLEWT5
12.4
AXLEWT6
13.5
AXLEWT7
17.1
AXLEWT8
∞
AXLEWT9
∞
The heaviest axle, AXLEWGT3, displayed many more values with weights beyond 20,000 pounds
and can typically be used in tandem with axle 2 for superload vehicles. The GBM algorithm
prediction resulted in a 13.4% MAPE, shown in Figure 28. Displayed in Figure 12, AXLEWGT4
ranges from 17,500 pounds to 27,500 pounds, with few less than 15,000 pounds. Depending on
the configuration of the superload vehicle, axle 4 can either be the last tridem axle between the
first and second trailer or the single axle for the end of the first trailer. The MAPE that resulted
from the prediction of AXLEWGT4 is 11.6% (Figure 29), which was the lowest error computed
from all axle weight predictions. This level of accuracy is important specifically for AXLEWGT3
and AXLEWGT4, since either is typically the maximum axle weight for the superload vehicle.
The prediction for AXLEWT8-AXLEWT9 resulted in infinite error, due to lack of training data
with non-zero values.
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Figure 28: GBM Prediction of AXLEWGT3 for Superload (Site 9936 on I-10)

Figure 29: GBM Prediction of AXLEWGT4 for Superload (Site 9936 on I-10)
Superload axles 5 and 6 are often less in weight than axles 3 and 4, although still greater than axles
1 and 2. Both range from axle weights less than 10,000 pounds to nearly 35,000 pounds in few
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cases. On average, both axle weights are approximately 20,000 pounds per superload vehicle axle.
The MAPE resulting from the GBM algorithm prediction was 12.4% and 13.5% for AXLEWGT5
and AXLEWGT6, respectively. Both axle 5 and axle 6 always act in tandem with at least one other
axle.
As shown in Figure 30, maximum axle weight is typically between 20,000 and 30,000 pounds
due to tire capacity restrictions, however in some special cases extended near 35,000 pounds. Note
that these values may be the combination of multiple tires within the specified axle. The MAPE
for the maximum axle weight was 11.1%, utilizing the training period from 2009 to 2014,
validation period of 2015, and training period of 2016-2017. Since axle weight can have a direct
correlation with damage in bridge decks, this is a vital component to the superload analysis.

Figure 30: GBM Prediction of Maximum Axle Weight for Superload (Site 9936 on I-10)
3.1.4.3.1 Parameter Importance
The parameter importance for each prediction variable was extracted from the GBM
algorithm. The top seven vital characteristics for GVW, each individual axle weight, and
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maximum axle weight are shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32. The GVW prediction was most
dependent on SPACING4 (9.84%), SPACING5 (23.90%), and MONTH (16.99%). This suggests
that superload with comparable GVW pass these sites during similar months throughout the year,
such as construction projects in northern states occurring during the summer months or southern
states in winter months. Depending on the exact configuration of the vehicle, SPACING4 and
SPACING5 may be the spacing between the last two axles on the first trailer and between the first
and second trailer, respectively. It was not expected that the superload prediction be reliant on
vehicle class, since most superload vehicles are class 13. The prediction for maximum axle weight
expressed the importance on SPACING1 (13%), SPACING4 (29%), and MONTH (15%). This
suggests that the length of the truck cab correlates with the maximum axle weight, as well as what
month it occurs in. As previously discussed in the characterization, the fourth axle weight is
typically the heaviest, therefore the highest correlation with SPACING4 (between axles 4 and 5)
is important to note.

Figure 31: Importance of Parameters Used for Prediction of GVW and Maximum Axle
Weight (Superload Vehicles) (Site 9936 on I-10)
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Resulting variable importance from the individual axle is shown in Figure 32. The most vital
parameters include SPACING1 and SPACING4, especially those for AXLEWGT1, AXLEWGT3,
and AXLEWGT4. It is clear from these results that there is a strong correlation between trucking
configuration, specifically the value of SPACING4, with the heaviest two axles, AXLEWGT3
(51.80%) and AXLEWGT4 (54.80%).

Figure 32: Importance of Parameters Used for Prediction of Individual Axle Weights
(Superload Vehicles) (Site 9936 on I-10)
3.1.4.4 Overweight Vehicle Prediction Results
In order to govern the effects of an overweight vehicle, accurate values for GVW,
maximum axle weight, and individual axles must be determined. Since permits are completed prior
to departure, the values included are often estimates of reality and may be inaccurate. Since
trucking configuration is often standard among companies, the spacing values were used to obtain
an accurate prediction using limited parameters. Knowing the type of vehicle, a vehicle
classification can also be input. Thus, training data included date of travel, vehicle class, and
spacing between axles. Predictions were conducted with higher accuracy than that of superload,
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likely due to the volume of data provided for overweight vehicles. Each prediction is shown in the
following figures, where the predictions or the testing period is shown in orange. Due to the
abundance of data, a representative sample was shown in the figures, although the prediction and
MAPE was established based on a full dataset. For GVW, the MAPE was 2.43%, proving that
GBM is a promising algorithm to be implemented into the permitting process.

Figure 33: GBM Prediction of Gross Vehicle Weight for Overweight
(Site 9936 on I-10)
Based on the extremely high parameter importance on vehicle class and SPACING3 for the GVW
prediction, as later discussed in 3.1.4.4.1, the prediction was performed again using only these
characteristics and date of occurrence. Results between the two predictions showed little variance,
thus the GVW prediction can be accurately performed using limited parameters. The MAPE for
GVW prediction given date of occurrence, vehicle classification, and SPACING3 was 2.58%, as
shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: GBM Prediction of Gross Vehicle Weight for Overweight Given Limited
Parameters (Site 9936 on I-10)
Individual axle weight prediction results are shown in Table 4 for simplicity. The GBM algorithm
was able to accurately predict AXLEWGT1-AXLEWGT5, which makes up ~93% of overweight
vehicles. The minimum MAPE resulting from the individual axle weight predictions was that of
AXLEWT3, shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: GBM Prediction of AXLEWT3 for Overweight Vehicles (Site 9936 on I-10)
For AXLEWGT6, the algorithm was able to predict to some accuracy, although the lack of data
for 6-axle vehicles resulted in higher MAPE. Lastly, AXLEWT7-AXLEWT9 were not able to be
predicted using this algorithm since a very small number of vehicles fell within this range.
Table 4: Summary of Results from Axle Weight Predictions

Prediction Parameter MAPE (%)
AXLEWT1
6.40
AXLEWT2
5.61
AXLEWT3
5.45
AXLEWT4
6.08
AXLEWT5
6.00
AXLEWT6
16.5
AXLEWT7
∞
AXLEWT8
∞
AXLEWT9
∞
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Maximum axle weight typically ranges from 17,000 pounds to 25,000 pounds, with few greater
than 30,000 pounds, as shown in Figure 36. Note that some values may be amongst multiple tires
per axle. The MAPE for the maximum axle weight prediction was 6.19%, substantially lower than
that from the superload prediction. This was anticipated, since superload vehicles are relatively
rare and are used for extreme loading requirements, thus not as easily predicted. It is important to
note that the peak values are being closely predicted in all cases.

Figure 36: GBM Prediction of Maximum Axle Weight for Overweight
(Site 9936 on I-10)
3.1.4.4.1 Parameter Importance
The GBM algorithm assigns importance to each prediction variable. The top seven
prediction variables are as follows: vehicle class, month, and SPACING1-SPACING5. This is
shown graphically in Figure 37 and Figure 38 for GVW and maximum axle weight, and individual
axle weights, respectively. The GVW prediction was most dependent on vehicle class, which is
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representative of number of axles for overweight vehicles. Trucking weight capacity increases as
axles are added, although it was not expected that the prediction would be as heavily reliant on
this variable since it was not a top variable for superload. In addition, the GVW prediction
algorithm assigned high importance to SPACING3, which is the spacing between the third and
fourth axle, typically the approximate length of the trailer. Likewise, maximum axle weight was
highly correlated with SPACING3 and SPACING4, which was similar to what was seen in
superload vehicles. There was no correlation between vehicle class and maximum axle weight.

Figure 37: Importance of Parameters Used for Prediction of GVW and Maximum Axle
Weight (Overweight Vehicles) (Site 9936 on I-10)
Results from overweight variable importance was similar to that of superload vehicles. AXLEWT1
was dependent on the initial axle spacing, which is usually standard per vehicle and restricts how
much force can be applied for the first axle. All axle weight predictions were exceptionally reliant
on SPACING3 and SPACING4, which are representative of the actual vehicle configuration (i.e.
whether the vehicle has one longer trailer, or two shorter trailers). Both of these displayed high
accuracy in the prediction (MAPE<~6%). Other spacing values were not as pertinent in the
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prediction. The month of occurrence was overly important for the prediction of AXLEWT6, likely
due to limited vehicle data and less accurate predictions.

Figure 38: Importance of Parameters Used for Prediction of Individual Axle Weights
(Overweight Vehicles) (Site 9936 on I-10)
3.1.5 Effects of Permit Vehicles on Bridge Condition Ratings
Extreme loading from permit vehicles cause higher deterioration rates on Florida's
infrastructure. Drop in bridge condition rating is a consequence of live loading, especially when
some structures experience over 100,000 overweight vehicles and 150 superload annually. This
can be quantified by combining WIM and NBI data to analyze the effects of vehicle loading on
the GCR. Sites were divided into four different categories for analysis, as shown in Figure 39.
Sites with more than 100,000 overweight vehicles on average from 2009-2017 were considered
“high overweight” sites. Likewise, sites with more than 150 superload on average from 2009-2017
were considered “high superload” sites. In general, sites on I-75 (9904, 9920, 9950, 9953, and
9956) typically have higher live load than other interstates.
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Figure 39: WIM Site Categories by Live Loading
Bridges selected were made of prestressed concrete with a concrete cast-in-place deck. Traffic
conditions on each interstate were assumed to be similar if both the WIM station and structure are
located between Florida’s major cities, including Orlando, Jacksonville, Tampa, Miami, and
Tallahassee. Comparisons were made between four difference scenarios: 1) low superload and low
overweight, 2) high superload and low overweight, 3) low superload and high overweight, and 4)
high superload and high overweight. Bridges were selected in the NBI database based upon the
following: 1) within a 25-mile radius from the WIM site and 2) made of prestressed concrete as
the main design material type. Bridges range from nearly 70 years old to 40 years old, though most
were built in the 1960s. It was also assumed that regular vehicular traffic does not affect the general
condition rating.
3.1.5.1 Scenario 1: Low Superload and Low Overweight
Scenario 1 includes site 9936 on I-10 near Lake City, which recorded a low number of both
superload and overweight vehicles. On average, site 9936 experiences 64,000 overweight vehicles
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and 125 superload vehicles each year. Information about each bridge selected for site 9936 can be
seen in Table 5.
Table 5: Bridge Attributes for Low Superload and Low Overweight Scenario 1

As shown in Figure 40, there are two bridge sites on each side of the WIM site. While I-10 is a
major interstate spanning from Florida to California, this portion just west of Jacksonville is not
as heavily impact by permit vehicles in comparison to I-75 and I-95.

Figure 40: WIM Site 9936 and Bridge Site Locations
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Inspection records were analyzed for these four bridges and included GCRs from 1983 to
2019 (Figure 41). Bridge 1 was built in 1960 and the remaining bridges were built in 1962. In
general, the bridge decks maintained in good condition with only preservation cyclic maintenance
performed in the 1980s (bridge 1, 3, and 4) and 1990s (bridge 2). The superstructure showed
similar trends, although bridge 1 showed a decrease in GCR to a 6 in 2017 after 57 years of service
life. It is important to consider the outcome, that if preventative maintenance was performed while
still in good condition (GCR 7), if it would have reached satisfactory condition (GCR 6) regardless.
Superstructure condition amongst other bridges maintained in very good condition (GCR 8) for
the majority of the analysis period. It is clear that additional maintenance was performed on bridge
3. The substructure trend for bridge 1 showered similar deterioration, although much sooner in
2007. Other bridges reached a GCR 7 for substructure after 40 years of service life, requiring only
preservation cyclic maintenance. It is important to note that not all bridges will deteriorate in the
exact same fashion, such as the superstructure and substructure of bridge 1, which is later analyzed
in the environmental (3.2) and human factor (3.3) sections.
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Figure 41: Bridge Condition Ratings for Site 9936 (Low Superload and Low Overweight)
3.1.5.2 Scenario 2: High Superload and Low Overweight
The second scenario also analyzes a site on I-10, although nearly 300 miles west in
Pensacola. WIM Site 9949 recorded high levels of superload and low overweight vehicles within
the analysis range of 2009-2017, approximately 186 and 45,000 vehicles annually, respectively.
Bridge attributes for each representative structure can be seen in Table 6.
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Table 6: Bridge Attributes for High Superload and Low Overweight Scenario 2

There are two sites on either side of the WIM site, as shown in Figure 42. Different superload
vehicle trends on the same interstate could occur for various reasons. Site 9936, discussed in
scenario 1, is 60 miles west of Jacksonville, while this site is closer to urban populations in
Pensacola. This traffic may also be vehicles traveling to or from I-75 prior to reaching site 9936.

Figure 42: WIM Site 9949 and Bridge Site Locations
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Bridges located near site 9949 deteriorated at nearly the same rate amongst all bridges,
displayed in Figure 43. Bridges 1 and 2 were built in 1961 and bridges 3 and 4 were built in 1966.
Deterioration trends in bridge decks were fairly consistent between bridges, ultimately reaching a
GCR of 6 after 52-54 years. Bridge 2 required only one cycle of condition-based maintenance,
while bridge 4 required three cycles of maintenance to eventually maintain a good condition rating
(GCR 7). It is clear that the more cost-effective strategy was that of bridge 2. Superstructure GCR
for each structure was mostly in good condition, with few cycles of cyclic maintenance for bridge
4 and condition-based maintenance for bridge 3. With no maintenance, the superstructure may
deteriorate to satisfactory condition (GCR 6) after 54 years of service life, as displayed for bridge
2. For both bridge 1 and bridge 2, it is clear that the substructure deteriorated much more quickly
than the other two bridges in the 1980s. Both of these bridges are at the junction of I-10 and state
road 29 and may have had an outside factor, whether during construction or other human factor,
which led to the quick deterioration. Condition-based maintenance was performed on both
structures to increase to good condition (GCR 7) by 1997, which has since been maintained. With
limited maintenance, substructures that are subject to high superload and low overweight vehicles
may reach satisfactory condition (GCR 6) within 50 years.
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Figure 43: Bridge Condition Ratings for Site 9949 (High Superload and Low Overweight)
3.1.5.3 Scenario 3: Low Superload and High Overweight
Site 9923 on I-95 in Jacksonville recorded high levels of superload vehicles and low
overweight vehicles. This WIM site recorded approximately 135 superload vehicles and 165,000
overweight vehicles on average annually. Specific bridge attributes are displayed in Table 7.
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Table 7: Bridge Attributes for Low Superload and High Overweight Scenario 3

All bridge locations are south of the WIM site, shown in Figure 44. Bridges closer to the
WIM site were built approximately 10-15 years later than those chosen, thus the deterioration of
the level shown is expected to happen within the next few inspection cycles.

Figure 44: WIM Site 9923 and Bridge Site Locations
Bridges that are subject to low superload and high overweight vehicles typically deteriorate
in very similar trends. Bridge 1, bridge 2, and bridge 3 were built in 1959 and bridge 4 was built
in 1957. As shown in Figure 44, the deck GCR for all bridges follow the same pattern after 1985.
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Based on these bridges, deck GCR under these traffic conditions is expected to reach satisfactory
condition (GCR 6) in 46-48 years in most cases, 4-8 years earlier than that shown in scenario 2.
Superstructure conditions were also similar amongst bridges, aside from bridge 1 which
maintained a higher GCR until 2013. After the increase in GCR from 7 to 8 occurred on all bridges
in 1985, bridge 2, bridge 3, and bridge 4 dropped to a GCR 6 in 1999 and 2005, requiring
condition-based maintenance. In general, superstructure is expected to reach satisfactory condition
(GCR 6) after 40 years of service life, 14 years earlier than seen in scenario 2. Substructure GCR
for these bridge sites never reached below a 6 GCR, which was higher than what was seen in
scenario 1 and scenario 2. This suggests that traffic levels may not have a direct correlation with
substructure GCR. Comparing to scenario 2, which contained high superload vehicles and low
overweight vehicles, decks and superstructures on bridges that experience more overweight
vehicles typically deteriorate faster than those with only high superload. Although superload
vehicles contain higher GVW, the magnitude of overweight vehicles on site 9923 is approximately
115% higher than that of overweight vehicles seen on site 9949, resulting in substantially higher
live loading. Superload on site 9949 was only about 30% higher than on site 9923, or
approximately 50 additional superload vehicles annually, on average.
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Figure 45: Bridge Condition Ratings for Site 9923 (Low Superload and High Overweight)
3.1.5.4 Scenario 4: High Superload and High Overweight
The final scenario analyzed bridges nearby WIM site 9953, which contained both high
superload and overweight vehicles. On average, there were 104,000 overweight vehicles and 342
superload vehicles per year on site 9953. Bridge attributes for each structure can be seen in Table
8.
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Table 8: Bridge Attributes for High Superload and High Overweight Scenario 4

Four bridges were selected for the analysis. There are two sites north of the WIM site and
two sites south of the WIM site (Figure 46). Note the proximity to the city of Tampa, which is
likely the reason for high levels of traffic.

Figure 46: WIM Site 9953 and Bridge Site Locations
Due to the heavy loading caused by the number of industrial facilities, railway terminals,
and the Tampa Port Authority, the live loading recorded on site 9953 was no surprise. This was
the most extreme deterioration scenario that was seen from all WIM sites throughout Florida. As
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shown in Figure 47, bridge 1, built in 1981, displayed a deck deterioration of a GCR of 4 in 2002
after only 21 years in service. Small replacement or rehabilitation was performed to return to fair
condition (GCR 5) in 2006, although section loss, cracking, spalling, or scour still existed within
the deck. It would cost a substantial amount to increase this structure to good condition. The deck
condition of bridge 2 deteriorated at an unusually rapid rate after construction in 1981. In 2004,
after only 23 years of service, bridge 2 deck GCR reached poor condition (GCR 4), where major
rehabilitation was required in the following years. Since the rehabilitation lead to a sustained deck
GCR, effects of human factors may have played a role in the trend of this structure. Bridge 3 and
bridge 4, both built in 1983 and were the youngest bridges analyzed, were given a deck GCR of 5
after 19 and 29 years in service, respectively. Major condition-based maintenance was performed
on bridge 3 in 2016, although dropped in GCR from 8 to 7 a few years later. Financially, this raises
the question of what GCR to aim for when major condition-based maintenance is performed, since
the immediate decrease from 8 to 7 also occurred in bridge 2 and bridges seen on other sites.
Conversely, the deck of bridge 4 underwent major condition-based maintenance in 2016 from a
GCR 5 to only a GCR 7, likely costing much less than that seen in bridge 3. It is important for
state agencies to have not only a consistent maintenance practice, but also a consistent inspection
process, to be able to efficiently manage the infrastructure throughout the state. Major maintenance
procedures, such as what occurred in the deck of bridge 2 and bridge 3, cost millions of taxpayer
dollars, especially when it reaches poor deterioration, which includes advanced section loss,
deterioration, spalling, and scour. Superstructure condition had much less variation, although
bridge 2 reached a GCR 6 in 2004, after 23 years of service life. It has since been maintained and
constant at a GCR 7. Likewise, substructure GCR showed similar trends to other bridge sites, not
yet reaching a GCR 6 or lower after 36-38 years of service. For bridges with higher live loading,
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other maintenance mechanisms for the deck must be considered in order to maintain sufficient
conditions throughout the lifespan of these bridges. This was taken into consideration and will be
later discussed in Chapter 4.

Figure 47: Bridge Condition Ratings for Site 9953 (High Superload and High Overweight)
3.2 Environmental Effects
Although high levels of live loading directly affect bridge condition ratings and bridge
deterioration, it is important to include the effects of the environment, especially in a coastal state
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like Florida. High humidity and chloride exposure levels consequently result in steel reinforcement
corrosion leading to cracking and spalling of the concrete bridge deck. For comparison purposes,
WIM sites were considered by category as defined in 3.1.5 to isolate the environmental effects for
similar loading conditions. Figure 47 reiterates the location of each WIM site in addition to
introducing a new parameter of coastal and non-coastal regions throughout the state. The darker
blue areas are considered coastal areas per Maps of World (2016), while light blue represents noncoastal regions. Bridge sites were chosen within 25 miles of the WIM site and with main material
of prestressed concrete. The following analysis consists of the following scenarios: 1) coastal low
superload and low overweight, 2) non-coastal low superload and low overweight, 3) coastal low
superload and high overweight, 4) non-coastal low superload and high overweight, 5) coastal high
superload and low overweight, 6) non-coastal high superload and low overweight, 7) coastal high
superload and high overweight, and 8) non-coastal high superload and high overweight.
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Figure 48: Altered Coastal Region Map of WIM Sites By Traffic Category
(Maps of World, 2016)
3.2.1 Low Superload, Low Overweight Environmental Effects Comparison
WIM sites with low permit vehicle levels used in the environmental analysis included site
9905 on I-95 and site 9902 on I-10. Specific details about each structure can be seen below in
Table 9.
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Table 9: Bridge Attributes for Environmental Bridges Scenario 1
Classification
Name
Structure No.
County
FDOT District
Year Built
Number of Spans
Structure Length (ft)
Deck Area (sq. ft)
Above Waterway

Bridge 1
720170
Duval
2
1958
5
315.9
21456.9
NO

Coastal
Bridge 2
Bridge 3
720173
720174
Duval
Duval
2
2
1959
1959
3
2
150.9
132.9
19310.4
14647.5
NO
NO

Bridge 4
720176
Duval
2
1959
1
87.9
12462
NO

Bridge 1
350036
Madison
2
1971
9
480
20156.9
NO

Non-Coastal
Bridge 2 Bridge 3 Bridge 4
350038 350055 370008
Madison Madison Suwannee
2
2
2
1972
1972
1968
9
9
3
450.1
450.1
160.1
18903.1 18903.1 8089.3
YES
YES
NO

Site 9905 is just south of Jacksonville and site 9902 is east of Tallahassee (Figure 49).
Four sites chosen within the coastal region were in downtown Jacksonville, which represented the
worst deterioration cases. There were also limited bridges closer to the WIM site, although those
chosen were still within the 25-mile radius. There are two non-coastal sites on either side of WIM
site 9902, where the west sites (bridge 2 and bridge 3) are located over the Aucilla River in
opposing directions.

Figure 49: Site 9905, Site 9902, and Bridge Locations for Coastal (left) and Non-Coastal
(right) Environmental Analysis
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Bridges chosen for the coastal region were built in 1959 and were all provided GCR
increasing maintenance in 1985, excluding bridge 3. As shown in Figure 50 (left), all bridges now
require condition-based maintenance in order to return to good condition. The chosen maintenance
procedures in 1985 raise question as to whether or not performing the additional actions to reach
a GCR 8 is worth the cost, since shortly after each bridge deteriorated to a GCR 7. In general,
deck condition is expected to reach and maintain a GCR 6 after approximately 45 years of service.
The superstructure GCR for low superload and low overweight coastal regions is typically a 7,
although bridge 1 and bridge 3 required condition-based maintenance in order to maintain in good
condition. Note that bridge 3 underwent two cycles of condition-based maintenance, where the
first only held in two inspections cycles, resulting in additional avoidable spending. Substructure
remained in very good and good condition throughout.
Non-coastal bridges were built approximately 10 years later than those in the coastal
region, although displayed little to no major maintenance requirements throughout their 50 year
service life, shown in Figure 50 (right). Bridge 4 underwent deck cyclic maintenance in 1985 and
withheld that until falling to GCR 7 in 1993, four years more than what was shown for various
bridges in the coastal region. Superstructure condition showed little variation between bridges and
reached a GCR 7 after 34 years of service life and since has been maintained at that rating.
Substructure rating greatly decreased in bridge 2 and bridge 3 in 1997. Both of these structures are
over the Aucilla River, results suggest that has a substantial impact on substructure GCR. There
was also a drop in GCR in bridge 1 in 2007, which was later revived to a GCR 7 in 2015. Bridge
1 is also in close proximity Suwannee River.
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Figure 50: General Condition Ratings for Coastal and Non-Coastal Bridges
(Site 9905 and Site 9902 - Low Superload, Low Overweight)
3.2.2 High Superload, Low Overweight Environmental Effects Comparison
For high superload and low overweight live loading conditions, site 9950 on I-75 and site
9951 on I-4 were considered. Bridge attributes of each structure are presented in Table 10.
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Table 10: Bridge Attributes for Environmental Bridges Scenario 2
Classification
Name
Structure
County
FDOT District
Year Built
Number of Spans
Structure Length (ft)
Deck Area (sq. ft)
Above Waterway

Bridge 1
30187
Collier
1
1980
3
173.9
7473.4
NO

Coastal
Bridge 2
Bridge 3
120122
120127
Lee
Lee
1
1
1978
1979
4
4
265.1
310
15655
15868.1
NO
NO

Bridge 4
120147
Lee
1
1981
3
182.4
10892.2
NO

Non-Coastal
Bridge 1 Bridge 2 Bridge 3 Bridge 4
160177 160181 160184 920101
Polk
Polk
Polk
Osceola
1
1
1
5
1961
1961
1961
1960
3
4
5
4
161.7
223.1
247.4
153.9
9817.2 13614.2 15420.4 10904.3
NO
NO
NO
YES

Site 9950 is south of Tampa near Naples, with three bridge sites north and one bridge site south of
the WIM station, as shown in Figure 51. Note that bridge 1 and bridge 3 have no inspection records
beyond 2007 and 2009, respectively. Site 9951 is located on I-4, west of Orlando, with three bridge
sites west and one bridge site east of the WIM station.

Figure 51: Sites 9950, Site 9951, and Bridge Locations for Coastal (left) and NonCoastal (right) Environmental Analysis
Coastal site 9950 bridge deck ratings generally required more maintenance than that seen
for the non-coastal bridge sites. As shown in Figure 52 (left), bridges built in 1979-1981 displayed
high levels of deck deterioration, especially in bridge 2. There were two instances of extreme
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condition-based deck maintenance for bridge 2 in 1998 and 2012, where the first lasted only two
years and then dropped even lower to a GCR 5. The other bridges generally deteriorated to a deck
GCR 6 after 22-24 years of service. Both superstructure and substructure remained in good
condition but required one or more actions of cyclic maintenance to return to very good condition
(GCR 8). From these results, superstructures for coastal bridges may deteriorate to good condition
(GCR 7) after approximately 20 years of service, while substructures may deteriorate to good
condition (GCR 7) after 10-20 years.
Non-coastal bridges were built in the early 1960s, about 20 years earlier than that of the
coastal site. Although older, the non-coastal conditions led to mostly good conditions for the deck,
superstructure, and substructure, as shown in Figure 52 (right). Bridge 4 required maintenance in
1995, which was only maintained a GCR of 8 for four years, and then declined in 2018 to
satisfactory condition (GCR 6). Bridge 3 maintained a good deck condition rating throughout,
while bridge 1 and bridge 2 reached GCR 7 in 1996 and 2000, respectively. Superstructure results
varied amongst non-coastal bridges, although only bridge 2 required condition-based maintenance
and had since been maintained in good condition (GCR 7). Generally, non-coastal bridge
superstructures may show deterioration around 40 years of service, which is two times that seen
in coastal bridges. Substructure GCR in non-coastal bridges are generally in very good or good
condition. Bridge 4 did decrease to a GCR 6 in 1987, although was later improved to good
condition (GCR 7) in 1995. Decrease in substructure GCR may be due to the marine environment
caused by the waterway, Bonnet Creek, beneath bridge 4. Other bridges decreased to GCR 7
between 35-45 years, substantially slower than seen in coastal environments.
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Figure 52: General Condition Ratings for Coastal and Non-Coastal Bridges
(Site 9950 and Site 9951 - High Superload, Low Overweight)
3.2.3 Low Superload, High Overweight Environmental Effects Comparison
Coastal and non-coastal WIM sites that were subject to low superload and high overweight
vehicles during the analysis period include site 9923 on I-95 and site 9956 on I-75, respectively.
Details about each structure for coastal and non-coastal sites are shown in Table 11.
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Table 11: Bridge Attributes for Environmental Bridges Scenario 3
Classification
Name
Structure
County
FDOT District
Year Built
Number of Spans
Structure Length (ft)
Deck Area (sq. ft)
Above Waterway

Bridge 1
720164
Duval
2
1959
3
185.4
20312.6
NO

Coastal
Bridge 2
Bridge 3
720170
720173
Duval
Duval
2
2
1958
1959
5
3
315.9
150.9
21456.9
19310.4
NO
NO

Bridge 4
720178
Duval
2
1957
2
133.9
14843.8
NO

Bridge 1
320033
Hamilton
2
1962
3
170.9
10038.3
NO

Non-Coastal
Bridge 2 Bridge 3
320037 320045
Hamilton Hamilton
2
2
1962
1962
9
5
384.8
259.8
22600.6 15345
NO
YES

Bridge 4
370022
Suwannee
2
1962
7
279.9
16435.1
NO

The majority of structures near site 9923 are within the city of Jacksonville, thus the four coastal
sites used for analysis were all south of the WIM site. Similarly, the non-coastal bridge sites nearby
to WIM site 9956, located by the Florida-Georgia state line, are south of the WIM station. This is
shown in Figure 53.

Figure 53: Site 9923, Site 9956, and Bridge Locations for Coastal (left) and NonCoastal (right) Environmental Analysis
For bridge sites that are subject to a coastal environment, low superload, and high
overweight vehicles, deck GCR ranges from fair condition (GCR 5) to very good condition (GCR
8). Coastal bridges were built between 1957 and 1959, most in which were provided maintenance
in 1985 on the deck, superstructure, and substructure. For deck GCR, the costly maintenance
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performed on bridge 1 was quickly disregarded and decreased to satisfactory condition after only
four years. Deck GCR may reach satisfactory condition (GCR 6) after approximately 20 years of
service, although without prior inspections records cannot be accurately associated. The
superstructure for bridge 4 followed a similar trend as the deck, deteriorating to satisfactory
condition (GCR 6) after about 50 years, although was maintained to a GCR 8 in 1985. The
superstructure for bridge 2 required condition-based maintenance in 2003, while other bridges did
not decrease less than good condition (GCR 7). There was no clear correlation between
deterioration trends for the superstructure given live loading and environmental factors.
Substructure GCR for coastal bridges was maintained in very good condition (GCR 8) or good
condition (GCR 7) throughout the time period.
Non-coastal region bridges nearby site 9956 were built in 1962. The deck GCR showed
little variation between bridges and maintained good condition (GCR 7) throughout the entire
period of inspection records. Maintenance was performed on the deck of bridge 1 and bridge 4 in
the late 1980s. Similarly, superstructure GCR for non-coastal bridges maintained in good condition
(GCR 7) or better, with one cycle of maintenance each on bridge 3 and bridge 4. The substructure
of bridge 3 displayed unusual deterioration, although overpasses the Alapaha River, which may
heavily influence the substructure GCR. A satisfactory substructure condition rating (GCR 6), at
some point in the inspection records, has been displayed in all bridges over a waterway.
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Figure 54: General Condition Ratings for Coastal and Non-Coastal Bridges
(Site 9923 and Site 9956 - Low Superload, High Overweight)
3.2.4 High Superload, High Overweight Environmental Effects Comparison
The last scenario presents the worst-case scenario structures subject to coastal conditions,
high superload, and high overweight vehicles. Specific bridge details are shown in Table 12 below.
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Table 12: Bridge Attributes for Environmental Bridges Scenario 4
Coastal
Non-Coastal
Classification
Name
Bridge 1
Bridge 2
Bridge 3
Bridge 4 Bridge 1 Bridge 2 Bridge 3 Bridge 4
Structure
100359
100363
100470
100476
360043 360023 260054 260071
County
Hillsborough Hillsborough Hillsborough Hillsborough Marion Marion Alachua Alachua
FDOT District
7
7
7
7
5
5
2
2
Year Built
1981
1981
1983
1983
1964
1964
1964
1963
Number of Spans
21
5
3
3
3
4
4
5
Structure Length (ft) 1555.1
315.3
148.6
167.3
168
189.3
211.9
273
Deck Area (sq. ft) 111225.5
21205.4
8776.9
9881.3
9920 11241.5 12516.3 16120
Above Waterway
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Sites used in the analysis include site 9953 on I-75 in Tampa and site 9904 on I-75 in Gainesville
for the coastal and non-coastal site, respectively. Each site has two bridges north and two bridges
south of the WIM station, shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55: Site 9953, Site 9904, and Bridge Locations for Coastal (left) and Non-Coastal
(right) Environmental Analysis
It is clear that the impact of extreme live loading can be impactful to the condition of the
nearby infrastructure. For site 9953, the deck GCR displayed severe and swift deterioration after
construction in the early 1980s. Bridge 1 reached a poor deck condition in 2001 after 20 years of
service, while a similar trend occurred with bridge 2. Due to the advanced section loss,
deterioration, spalling, or scour that occurred on the deck of bridge 2, a major
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rehabilitation/reconstruction was performed in 2006. Bridge 3 and bridge 4 reached a deck GCR
of 5 in 2001 and 2008, respectively. Bridge 3 and bridge 4 also underwent significant maintenance
in 2012 to reach a GCR of 7 and 2015 to reach a GCR of 8, respectively. The superstructure results
for coastal environment displayed a more suitable trend, with the majority in good condition (GCR
7) or better. Bridge 2 deteriorated to a GCR of 6 in 2004, although returned and maintained a 7
GCR a few years later. In general, superstructure GCR tends to decrease to good condition (GCR
7) after approximately 15 years of service life. The substructure GCRs for these bridges remained
in good condition (GCR 7) or higher for all inspection records.
There was a substantial difference between GCR amongst for non-coastal bridge decks.
Non-coastal structures were built in 1963-1964. The deck condition for bridge 1 and bridge 2
reached satisfactory condition (GCR 6) approximately 30 years after construction, which was the
fastest within all non-coastal sites. Bridge 3 and bridge 4 remained in good condition throughout
all inspection records. The trend for superstructure GCR and substructure GCR was between very
good condition (8) and good condition (7) for all years and required minimum maintenance cycles
per bridge.
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Figure 56: General Condition Ratings for Coastal and Non-Coastal Bridges
(Site 9953 and Site 9904 - High Superload, High Overweight)
3.3 Human Factor Effects
Human factors are defined in this study as influences affecting the condition of a bridge
based on external human causes. This can include vehicular accidents, maintenance
responsibilities, and construction errors. In this portion of the report, only collisions with overhead
structures and maintenance responsibilities are considered due to limited vehicular crash data and
information for the quantification of construction errors. Unlike live loading and environmental
effects on bridge condition rating, human factors are much more unpredictable and vary in extent
of damage. Therefore, human factors cannot be accurately included in the big data analysis.
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3.3.1 Collisions with Overhead Structures
Collisions with overhead bridge structures can lead to deterioration of those bridge
superstructures either immediately or over time if less severe. Although regulations are in place
for minimum vertical underclearance, older structures often provide less underclearance than
required. According to the United States Department of Transportation Federal Highway
Administration, the minimum vertical clearance required for interstate structures is 16 feet,
including the usable width of the shoulder. As shown in Figure 57, there are many bridges that do
not meet the required vertical underclearance. For concrete structures, approximately 75% of
bridges provide adequate vertical underclearance. Contrarily, all concrete continuous structures do
not meet the required minimum vertical underclearance. Of the prestressed concrete structures, the
most common material used in Florida, approximately half of the bridges contain a sufficient
underclearance. All prestressed concrete continuous structures provided minimum clearance. For
steel and steel continuous structures, 70% and 90% of bridges were constructed with a clearance
of 16 feet or higher.
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Figure 57: Minimum Vertical Underclearance by Material Type
3.3.1.1 Possible Overhead Bridge Collisions in Brevard County
Using the NBI database, bridges were selected based on type of reference beneath the
structure and sorted by minimum vertical underclearance. Two bridges were selected on the same
route in proximity, where one bridge provided the minimum underclearance and one did not. The
first analysis includes two bridges in Cocoa on I-95, shown in Figure 58.
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Figure 58: Map of Brevard County Bridges for Collisions with Overhead Structures
Bridges were chosen based on location and year built. Additional details are shown for each
structure in Table 13. Each bridge was built of a prestressed concrete superstructure and were built
in 1966. The minimum clearance provided for bridge 1 and bridge 2 is 15.7 feet and 20.7 feet,
respectively.
Table 13: Bridge Attributes for Bridges in Brevard County

There is limited data available that would prove a collision occurred between inspection periods,
thus requiring a comparative analysis to assume an impact. The first analysis can be seen in Figure
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59. Since bridge 1 superstructure maintained in good condition (GCR 7) or better in all inspection
years prior to 2001, it can be suggested that a collision may have occurred to cause such
deterioration to serious condition (GCR 3) in 2002. In this condition, primary structural
components have been seriously affected by section loss, deterioration, spalling, or scour. Typical
superstructure deterioration is shown in the figure for bridge 2.

Figure 59: Superstructure Condition Ratings for Bridges in Brevard County
3.3.1.2 Possible Overhead Collisions in Alachua County
A similar analysis was performed on structures in Alachua County, as shown in Figure 60.
The two structures are assumed to have the same traffic levels on the structure, since they are less
than five miles from each other on I-75 near Lake City. Similarly, two bridges were chosen, where
one meets the required minimum vertical underclearance and one does not.
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Figure 60: Map of Bridges in Alachua County for Collisions with Overhead Structures
Additional attributes for each bridge structure are shown in Table 14. Bridges are both
located in Alachua County and were built in 1962. The minimum vertical clearance for bridge 3
and bridge 4 is 14.5 feet and 22.5 feet, respectively.
Table 14: Bridge Attributes for Bridges in Alachua County

For structures with similar attributes and varying minimum vertical clearance, there is a
clear deterioration for bridge 3 in 2018. For the 2018 inspection, the superstructure was categorized
in satisfactory condition (GCR 5), which required condition-based maintenance. Bridge 4
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maintained a very good superstructure condition (GCR 8) until 1998. The deterioration that occurs
on bridge 4 is likely due to normal service, thus the deterioration seen in bridge 3 leads to suspicion
of an overhead structure collision.

Figure 61: Superstructure Condition Ratings for Bridges in Alachua County
3.3.2 Maintenance Responsibility
Florida Department of Transportation allocates its funding by dividing the areas into seven
districts to provide for its 67 counties throughout the state. This allows for each district to
determine where to apply that funding and ultimately what maintenance to perform on the bridges
within their district. The districts are shown in Figure 62 and include the following areas:
•

District 1: Southwest Florida (Fort Myers, Everglades)
o Number of Interstate Bridges: 276

•

District 2: Northeast Florida (Jacksonville, Gainesville)
o Number of Interstate Bridges: 418

•

District 3: Northwest Florida (Tallahassee, Pensacola)
o Number of Interstate Bridges: 182

•

District 4: Southeast Florida (Port Saint Lucie, West Palm Beach, Fort Lauderdale)
o Number of Interstate Bridges: 359
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•

District 5: Central Florida (Orlando, Daytona Beach)
o Number of Interstate Bridges: 235

•

District 6: South Florida (Miami, Key West)
o Number of Interstate Bridges: 116

•

District 7: West Central Florida (Tampa, Saint Petersburg)
o Number of Interstate Bridges: 313

The separation into districts allows seven entities to work together to improve and transform the
state, although requiring seven different bridge maintenance departments. While there are general
maintenance practices that are to be followed, limited funding and varying decision makers
throughout the life span of bridge structures may lead to inconsistent bridge maintenance.

Figure 62: FDOT District Map
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To analyze the effects of maintenance responsibility human factors on bridge condition
ratings, 2020 inspection records from the NBI database were compared by district. The results for
deck GCR can be seen in Figure 63. Most bridge decks are in good condition or higher (GCR 79) amongst all bridges, requiring only preservation cyclic maintenance. District 2 and district 4
contain over 330 bridges that require cyclic deck maintenance to keep in good or better condition
(GCR 7+). There are 242 and 276 bridges in district 1 and district 7, respectively, that also require
cyclic deck maintenance to preserve in good condition or better (GCR 7+). The districts with the
least amount of bridges that require cyclic deck maintenance include district 3 (79 bridges), district
5 (148 bridges), and district 6 (98 bridges). While district 3 contains the least amount of bridge
decks in good condition, the highest number of bridge decks in fair condition (GCR 5-6) are within
this district, requiring more costly condition-based maintenance. Contrarily, district 4, which has
the most bridges in good condition, holds the least amount of bridges in fair condition. District 4
also includes two bridges in poor condition, resulting in extremely costly deck rehabilitations or
replacements in the upcoming years.

Figure 63: Deck Condition Ratings by District
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In general, superstructure condition rating trends among districts remain consistent with
that seen in deck condition ratings, shown in Figure 64. The most bridges in good condition,
requiring only cyclic maintenance, include those in district 2 and district 4. Notable differences
include that in district 2 with highest number of bridge superstructures (37 bridges) in fair
condition and district 3 requiring one major superstructure rehabilitation/reconstruction. District 4
requires a superstructure rehabilitation or reconstruction which was also seen in the deck.

Figure 64: Superstructure Condition Ratings by District
Substructure condition rating was also analyzed for each district and displayed higher
numbers of bridges in good condition or higher (GCR 7+) in nearly every district (Figure 65).
District 2 and district 3 must perform condition-based substructure maintenance to 27 and 35
bridges, respectively, in order to prevent poor inspection ratings in the upcoming years. All other
districts have no more than ten bridges that require condition-based maintenance. District 2 also
has two bridges with poor condition substructures, which was the only district that had any number
of bridges requiring major substructure rehabilitation or replacement. Bridges with major
maintenance undertakings in the upcoming years must be considered with high significance when
allocating funds amongst districts.
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Figure 65: Substructure Condition Ratings by District
Based on the above analysis, there are districts that require additional maintenance
considerations and funding within the upcoming years. District 4 must be prioritized due to two
bridge decks in poor condition and two superstructures in poor condition, both of which require a
substantial cost for rehabilitation/reconstruction. District 2 also must perform major substructure
rehabilitation/reconstruction for two bridges. Although not as costly of maintenance is required,
bridges in fair condition are also expensive to maintain and will result in detrimental deterioration
if not performed in a timely manner. District 2, district 3, district 4, district 5, and district 6 all
have over 20 bridges that will require condition-based maintenance in the next few years on some
bridge element.
For the simulation to include maintenance responsibilities as a factor, it was important to
determine which districts had the highest number of bridges by percentage in good condition (GCR
7-9), fair condition (GCR 5-6), and poor condition (GCR 0-4). The results for each district are
shown in Figure 66. Bridges in district 1, district 4, and district 7 tend to be in good condition,
with nearly 90% of bridges with GCR 7 or higher. District 2, district 5, and district 6 contain over
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60% of their bridges in good condition. The worst condition ratings are seen in district 3, which is
comprised of over 60% of bridges in fair condition.

Figure 66: General Bridge Condition by District
Allocation of funding for the next 5 years can be found in the Florida Department of
Transportation 2019/20 Program and Resource Plan Summary Fiscal Years 2020/21 to 2024/25.
Values shown in Figure 67 show bridge project funding per district and were calculated as the
percent of the total bridge budget between all districts. At a glance, it is clear that district 3 and
district 4 are projecting substantially more funding compared to other districts in the upcoming
years. Another district that will require the most maintenance in the upcoming years is district 2,
which requires two substructure rehabilitations/reconstructions and a variety of element conditionbased

maintenance

on

25-40

bridges.

District

3

requires

one

superstructure

rehabilitation/reconstruction and condition-based maintenance on over 60 bridge decks and over
30 bridge superstructure and substructure each. Based on this plan, district 1 and district 6 would
receive the least amount of funding with a total of $75.9 million and $84.6 million,
correspondingly, throughout the next five years. District 6 contains the least amount of bridges,
though must provide cyclic-based maintenance to 24 bridge superstructures in the upcoming years.
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District 1 does not have any bridge element amongst all bridges in poor condition, and no more
than 10 bridges in any element that is in fair condition (GCR 5-6).
Based on the results from the condition ratings and the FDOT Program and Resource Plan
Summary for bridges, it is suggested that maintenance will be provided to increase the condition
rating of bridge elements in poor condition. Funding is then prioritized for districts with the most
bridges in fair condition, requiring condition-based maintenance. Number of bridges does not have
any correlation with dollar amount of funding based on the latest report from FDOT. Further
investigation would be required to determine if the estimated funding stated is most efficiently
provided and would be based on attributes for all bridges within each district. This is out of the
scope of this specific study and will be considered in future work.

Figure 67: FDOT Bridge Funding by District for 2021-2025 (FDOT, 2021)
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CHAPTER 4: BIG DATA ANALYSIS
Highway infrastructure plays a crucial role in the everyday lives of all citizens throughout
the state of Florida. Since taxpayer dollars are allotted specifically for the construction,
management, and maintenance of such infrastructure, it is expected from the user that bridge
structures are adequate in rideability and safety. Due to limited available funding each year, state
decision making agencies must rationally select which bridge structures to maintain and to what
extent based on cost and condition. To eliminate the human based error that may occur throughout
this process, a big data analysis simulation was executed to determine the best maintenance
practices for typical bridges under each loading and environmental scenario. The following
analysis includes predictions of general condition ratings for deck, superstructure, and substructure
specifically and a comparison between condition ratings without maintenance, recommended
maintenance, and current practices was conducted.
4.1 General Condition Rating Prediction
To quantify the effects of loading and environmental conditions on future structures, a
machine learning algorithm was utilized to predict general condition ratings for bridge decks,
superstructures, and substructures assuming that no maintenance has been performed. Training
data included inspection records from 1980 to 1998 of eight representative bridges from each
loading and environmental scenario. Each bridge was represented 100 times for slightly varying
traffic conditions with the same deterioration trends. This training data included a randomly
distributed number of superload and overweight vehicles based on the mean and standard deviation
of actual data recorded from 2009 to 2017 on nearby WIM sites. This analysis does not account
for increasing levels of traffic from 1980 to 2020, although will be considered in future research.
The dataset also includes whether the site is in a coastal area or non-coastal area and takes into
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account bridge age for the prediction. Validation and testing periods were in 1999 and 2000 to
2020, respectively. A similar GBM algorithm as discussed in section 3.1.4.2 was slightly tuned in
order to accurately predict decreasing deterioration trends. The dataset was also altered so that no
maintenance was included in existing bridges, thus once a minimum GCR was reached, it was
constant for the remainder of the analysis period. A simulated bridge built in 1990 was added to
the dataset with the deterioration rate of the actual bridge within the training period. The traffic
and environmental parameters were varied for this bridge for each of the eight scenarios to
determine the deterioration trends.
4.1.1 Low Superload and Low Overweight General Condition Rating Predictions
The prediction for bridges with low superload and low overweight traffic conditions is
shown in Figure 68. The deck on the coastal structure reaches GCR 7 after 6 years of service and
GCR 6 after 17 years of service provided that no maintenance was performed. For non-coastal
regions, bridge decks are expected to reach GCR 7 after approximately 10 years of service and do
not reach GCR 6 within 30 years. Superstructure and substructure ratings did not reach fair
condition (GCR 5-6) in the 30-year analysis period in coastal or non-coastal regions, but
superstructures tend to maintain GCR 8 longer in non-coastal regions than that seen in coastal
regions.
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Figure 68: Low Superload, Low Overweight General Condition Rating Predictions
4.1.2 Low Superload and High Overweight General Condition Rating Predictions
For bridges with high numbers of overweight vehicles, the general condition rating varied
from that seen under low loading conditions. Deck ratings for coastal regions reached GCR 7 in 6
years, GCR 6 in 11 years, and GCR 5 in 21 years, as shown in Figure 69. Non-coastal deck ratings
maintained in good condition longer, but still reached GCR 6 after almost 20 years of service.
Non-coastal decks do not reach GCR 5 within the 30-year analysis period. Superstructure
maintained a GCR of 8 longer in non-coastal regions than in coastal regions, like that seen in
bridges with low superload and low overweight traffic conditions.
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Figure 69: Low Superload, High Overweight General Condition Rating Predictions
4.1.3 High Superload and Low Overweight General Condition Rating Predictions
The predictions for sites with high superload and low overweight vehicles was very similar
to that seen in low superload and low overweight bridges, suggesting that the effects of high
superload vehicles long-term is not as prevalent as that seen for high overweight vehicles. Deck
ratings reached GCR 7 in 1996 and 2003 for coastal and non-coastal regions, respectively, shown
in Figure 70. Coastal region deck ratings declined to GCR 6 in 2009, while non-coastal did not
reach fair condition (GCR 5-6) within the analysis period. Superstructures tended to maintain a
GCR 8 longer in non-coastal regions than that of coastal regions, while substructure showed little
variation between environmental conditions. Neither substructure nor superstructure reached fair
condition (GCR 5-6) within the analysis period.
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Figure 70: High Superload, Low Overweight General Condition Rating Predictions
4.2.4 High Superload and High Overweight General Condition Rating Predictions
The worst loading scenario for high superload and high overweight vehicle loading
condition resulted in the lowest GCR deck ratings in the coastal region (Figure 71). Given that no
maintenance was performed on a structure built in 1990 and under extreme loading and coastal
conditions, the deck rating will reach GCR 4 within 28 years of service life. A deck condition in
poor condition would require substantial budget to maintain it back to good condition. Non-coastal
bridges decreased to GCR 6 within 13 years but did not reach GCR 5 in the prediction.
Superstructure was highly correlated with environmental effects and will maintain higher ratings
for longer in non-coastal environments. Substructure remains at GCR 7 after 10-12 years.
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Figure 71: High Superload, High Overweight General Condition Rating Predictions
4.2 Deck General Condition Rating and Maintenance Optimization
Machine learning results displayed high correlation between traffic loading and
environmental conditions with deck general condition ratings. Superstructure remained at higher
GCRs for non-coastal regions than coastal regions but did not show much variation amongst
superload and overweight vehicle loading. Substructure predictions showed no correlation
between general condition rating and traffic/environmental effects, although it was determined in
the analysis portion of Chapter 3 that the deterioration in substructure is likely due to scour from
being located over water. Thus, deck general condition ratings will be optimized using the GBM
algorithm. Currently, deck maintenance practices include maintenance after the deck reaches GCR
6, according to Florida asset management overview, though maintenance records do not
consistently show this practice. Similar to the predictions, recommended maintenance was
determined by simulating a newer bridge under all scenarios, where a maintenance procedure was
manually inserted into the dataset for that bridge. The maintenance was strategically organized
such that the increase in GCR will sustain for the longest period, therefore training, validation, and
testing periods varied between each scenario. Results were then compared to the predictions with
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no maintenance and the current practice for a bridge within that environmental and loading
category.
4.2.1 Low Superload and Low Overweight Maintenance Optimization
For bridges that experience low traffic levels, timely maintenance actions were less crucial.
The recommended maintenance for coastal regions is after 10 years in good condition (GCR 7) to
very good condition (GCR 8). Doing condition-altering maintenance at this time, as well as
continuous proper cyclic maintenance, will prevent the structure from reaching fair condition
(GCR 6) as predicted in 2007. As shown in Figure 72, current practice shows a maintenance action
in 2009, although it then leads to a decrease in GCR to 6 only three years after. Based on the model
prediction, the current maintenance action was performed too late and thus was not preserved in
very good condition (GCR 8). This maintenance action results in a structure in good condition for
at least 30 years and prevents the deck from reaching fair condition. For non-coastal bridge decks,
the best maintenance practice is to perform maintenance to increase the GCR to an 8 after 15 years
of GCR 7. Although the current practice does not display another GCR drop to fair condition for
the analysis period, the maintenance action will prevent a GCR drop long term. The current
practice long-term will likely lead to a drop in GCR to fair condition within its service life. For
bridges that are subject to low superload and low overweight vehicles, there is expected to be one
cycle of condition-altering maintenance within the first 30 years of its service life.
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Figure 72: Maintenance Methods for Low Superload and Low Overweight
4.2.2 Low Superload and High Overweight Maintenance Optimization
The effects of overweight vehicles were crucial in each analysis thus far, hence the
importance of a proper maintenance procedure to avoid bridge decks reaching fair or poor
condition. Bridge decks that are subjected to low superload and high overweight vehicles
deteriorate much faster than those with low traffic conditions. For coastal regions, the current
practice displayed in Figure 73 reaches GCR 6 after 22 years of service. It is important to note
that traffic conditions used for training periods were based on more recent data, thus predictions
are expected to be worse than what actually occurred. The prediction provided no maintenance
was performed resulted in a drop in GCR rating in 2001 to 6 and 2011 to 5. The actual drop in
GCR to fair condition (GCR 6) did not occur until 2012, although recommended practice prevents
this drop altogether. The maintenance recommendation optimizes the condition of the deck in very
good condition (GCR 8) by performing a maintenance action after four years in GCR 7. The new
GCR is upheld from four to eight years without another condition drop. In the analysis period
shown, coastal bridge decks will require two maintenance actions in 30 years. For non-coastal
regions, the recommended maintenance is after eight years at GCR 7, which was predicted to
remain constant at GCR 8 for 11 years. The current practice is to maintain the bridge deck at GCR
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7 from 1997 to 2020, although for long-term resiliency, maintaining it at a higher GCR will lead
to a longer service life.

Figure 73: Maintenance Methods for Low Superload and High Overweight
4.2.3 High Superload and Low Overweight Maintenance Optimization
Structures that are subject to high superload and low overweight vehicles tend to deteriorate
in a similar manner than that of low superload and low overweight vehicles. This was also the case
for the maintenance optimization analysis in both coastal and non-coastal environments. Deck
GCR for coastal bridges deteriorated to GCR 7 in 1996 and was not maintained to a GCR 8 until
2016, twenty years later. According to the machine learning deterioration prediction and
assumption of traffic conditions, the structure would decrease to a GCR 6 after almost 20 years of
service. A possible reason for the discrepancy is the traffic conditions were assumed to be
approximately the same in the 1980s and 1990s as it was recorded by WIM stations from 2009 to
2017. Realistically, due to increased demand in the highway system, traffic levels have drastically
increased since the 1980s, thus presenting a worst-case scenario prediction. The recommended
maintenance results in a GCR increase after eight years of GCR 7. This maintenance is expected
to last for four to five years. For non-coastal sites, the deck maintained at GCR 8 from 1992 to
2003, eventually decreasing to GCR 7 for the remainder of the analysis period. The recommended
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maintenance is to increase to GCR 8 after 12 years of GCR 7. This maintenance is expected to last
for approximately ten years.

Figure 74: Maintenance Methods for High Superload and Low Overweight
4.2.4 High Superload and High Overweight Maintenance Optimization
The combination of high superload and high overweight vehicles prove to be a difficult
maintenance task, hence the swift deterioration trends seen in Figure 75. For coastal bridges under
these traffic conditions, the deck reaches a GCR 4 within 21 years, requiring in an extremely costly
reconstruction a few years later. To prevent the deck GCR from reaching poor condition (GCR 4),
maintenance must be performed within 4 years of reaching GCR 7. This recommended
maintenance to GCR 8 was predicted to last for two to five years, resulting in the costliest
maintenance schedule amongst all scenarios. The maintenance actions for these structures must be
closely monitored and kept in good or very good condition (GCR 7-8). Note that if maintenance
is postponed for too long, such as what occurred in the current practice in 2007, the condition will
not hold and will continue to drop. In addition, these need to be categorized as critical bridges for
additional and proper cyclic maintenance. Bridges in non-coastal regions with the same traffic
conditions are less critical, thus maintenance can be performed after six years of GCR 7. The cost
of additional maintenance for these structures is substantially less than that of the reconstruction
that is required within 25 years of service. It is also important to note that the current practice for
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non-coastal bridges shows two condition-altering maintenance actions, one of which only persisted
for two years before dropping again to GCR 6. The cost of repetitive maintenance shall be replaced
by proper initial maintenance actions, thus requiring less cost throughout the service life of all
bridges.

Figure 75: Maintenance Methods for High Superload and High Overweight
4.3 Big Data Bridge Condition Parameter Importance
The initial investigation included a prediction using the GBM algorithm that was discussed
in 3.1.4.2. The big dataset was produced by including additional columns of data to account for
the traffic loading, environmental effects, and human factors that occur on each bridge. Deck,
superstructure, and substructure general condition ratings were provided by the NBI database
dating back to 1983 through 2019. Other bridge attributes that were included in the big data set
were nearest WIM site, structure number, FDOT district, county, interstate name, year of
construction, number of spans, structure length, deck area, and minimum vertical clearance
(superstructure only). Traffic levels were noted by the following levels: 1) low superload and low
overweight, 2) low superload and high overweight, 3) high superload and low overweight, and 4)
high superload and high overweight. Whether or not the site was located in a coastal region was
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also noted in the big dataset in a similar manner. Bridges recorded with no minimum vertical
clearance are those over waterways, thus including all factors as discussed in chapter 3.
The three factors that were previously heavily investigated to determine the effects on
bridge condition rating and general bridge attributes were combined in order to extract parameter
importance to. Results of this analysis determine how heavily each parameter is when predicting
deck, superstructure, and substructure condition ratings. Each bridge element condition rating
prediction included scenarios with all bridges included with no bridge attributes, bridges built
between 1960 and 1970 with no bridge attributes, only bridges built in 1964 (highest number of
bridges built in this year) with no bridge attributes, and all bridges using all parameters. Each
scenario resulted in a high accuracy prediction with MAPE less than 7%.
The deck condition parameter importance results are shown in Figure 76. In the first
prediction, results show that deck condition was most dependent on bridge age, which was
expected since bridges will deteriorate differently at different ages. Other highly correlated
parameters include district and traffic levels. Coastal effects did not have high effects of bridge
condition at this level. For bridges built between 1960 and 1970, the highest correlated parameters
were interstate, year built, and district. Coastal and traffic condition were still almost negligible in
importance. This suggests that deck condition is highly correlated with location at this level. Once
the prediction was isolated for bridges built in the same year, it was clear that the effects of traffic
and environmental conditions were of utmost importance. Deck condition had extremely high
correlation with traffic levels (83%), therefore must be carefully considered when managing and
maintaining bridge decks. Overall, bridge deck condition ratings are moderately correlated with
deck area and structure length, while number of spans shows little correlation.
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Figure 76: Deck Condition Rating Parameter Importance
A similar prediction analysis was performed on the superstructure condition rating,
although included another vital human factor parameter of minimum vertical clearance. The results
are shown in Figure 77. Likewise to the deck condition parameter importance, the prediction for
all bridges without bridge attributes utilized the year of construction. Minimum vertical clearance
was increasingly relevant in the predictions without bridge attributes, where the bridge
superstructures built in 1964 were 75% reliant on this value. Location still played a key role in the
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superstructure in both the second and third scenario, with site and district displaying its correlation.
Superstructure was less reliant on traffic and coastal conditions in this prediction. This finding
suggests that any major superstructure deterioration is seldom and random and generally cannot
be connected to traffic or environmental effects based on all bridges. Structure length and deck
area was still relevant in the prediction, although minimum vertical clearance also displayed high
correlation.

Figure 77: Superstructure Condition Rating Parameter Importance
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The analysis for substructure is shown in Figure 78. The initial results show extremely
high correlated on year of construction, but also heavily relied on location parameters interstate,
district, and site. Throughout the entire set of predictions, traffic and coastal effects were
negligible, regardless of what bridges were being analyzed. For bridges built in the same year,
there was a 97% relevance assigned during the GBM algorithm prediction. As seen in the prior
sections of this report, substructure condition is least varied on most bridges and typically does not
reach poor condition within its service life. Similar to the prior two bridge elements, deck area and
structure length play a role in the deterioration trend of substructure condition ratings.
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Figure 78: Substructure Condition Rating Parameter Importance
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS
This research provided a unique perspective on permit vehicles and their effects on the
infrastructure management and maintenance practice throughout Florida. Based on the findings
of this research, different maintenance practices are essential based especially on the extent of live
loading the structure is subject to. Environmental influences and human factors effects also play a
role in the deterioration trends of bridges. Using the methodology established in this research, an
optimized maintenance plan was developed that results in the most cost-effective and practical
maintenance actions.
5.1 Summary of Findings
In this research, based on the methodology results presented, the following conclusions can
be drawn:
(1) Based on superload characterization, it was determined that superload vehicles typically
are class 13, travel between 60-70 mph, and contain eight or nine axles. In comparison to
the 2009 data, there are increasing numbers of superload on the road in 2017 and individual
axle weights are heavier in nearly all axles. The heaviest axles include the third and fourth
axle, at over 20,000 pounds each. With growing technology that allows for heavier
capacities, it is expected that this trend will continue to increase as well.
(2) The characterization for overweight vehicles revealed similar increases. Most overweight
vehicles (93%) are composed of 5-axles, while the remainder are either 6-axle or 7-axle
vehicles. Overweight vehicles travel between 60-70 mph, are usually between 50-70 feet
in length, and a class 9 vehicle. Overweight vehicles showed an increase in percent vehicles
from 2009 to 2017 for GVW between 80,000 pounds and 90,000 pounds of nearly 10%.
Other GVW ranges did not express an increase from 2009, although it may be that heavier
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overweight vehicles have transitioned to superload vehicles over 150,000 pounds. The
heaviest axles for overweight vehicles include the second, third, fourth, and fifth axle, all
around 18,000 pounds each, less than that seen in superload. The distribution for GVW in
relation to vehicle class showed that vehicles in class 13 contain higher GVW, hence why
superload vehicles are mostly class 13.
(3) The prediction of weight parameters for both superload and overweight vehicles using
gradient boosting machine learning algorithm resulted in very promising outcomes. In
general, longer training periods lead to better results for predictions of GVW, maximum
axle weight, and individual axle weights. Superload GVW prediction resulted in a 4.26%
MAPE, while overweight vehicle prediction for GVW displayed a 2.43% MAPE.
Individual axle weights presented highest MAPE for superload with MAPE between 11%
and 22%, although was much less in the overweight prediction. Maximum axle weight for
superload and overweight vehicles was predicted with 11.1% MAPE and 4.66% MAPE,
respectively. This suggests that additional training data may be needed for superload to
provide more accurate results since superload is more inconsistent in configuration and
weight distribution. Due to high accuracy displayed in the predictions, the GBM algorithm
is a promising approach to enhancing the precision of the permitting process.
(4) WIM sites were split into four different categories in order to accurately examine the effects
of permit vehicles, environmental conditions, and human factors. Generally, sites on I-75
have higher live loading conditions than that seen on I-4, I-10, and I-95. Bridges in coastal
regions required more maintenance actions than those in non-coastal regions. For low
superload and low overweight live loading conditions, structures in coastal conditions
reached fair condition after approximately 45 years in service, while non-coastal bridge
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decks and superstructure have been maintained at GCR 7. For bridges over waterways,
condition ratings were likely to be worse for substructure elements. High superload and
low overweight live loading conditions resulted in bridge decks in fair condition (GCR 5)
and satisfactory condition (GCR 6) in coastal regions, while non-coastal bridge decks built
earlier have maintained a GCR 7 for nearly the entire analysis period. For structures subject
to low superload and high overweight vehicles, major maintenance actions were required
in the beginning of the analysis period for coastal bridge decks, yet only sustained for a
few years following. Non-coastal region bridge decks subject to similar loading were
maintained at a GCR 7 or higher for the entirety of the analysis period. Lastly, high
superload and high overweight traffic conditions resulted in the swiftest deck deterioration
trends in coastal regions. Built in the 1980s, it took only 20 years for bridge decks under
these conditions to reach poor condition, thus requiring major rehabilitation/reconstruction.
Non-coastal bridge decks under the same condition were not as severely affected by the
heavy loading, maintained at GCR 6 or higher for the analysis period.
(5) Limited data was available for the human factor’s analysis; thus, a comparative analysis
was demonstrated. The findings suggest that structures with less than the minimum
required underclearance may be subject to collisions with overhead structures, significantly
affecting the bridge condition rating of the superstructure. Based on the maintenance
responsibility analysis, it was determined that funding is prioritized for districts with
bridges in poor condition but may not be properly allocated amongst those districts.
Funding is then prioritized for districts with bridges requiring condition-based
maintenance, or in fair condition. There was no correlation with number of bridges in each
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district and funding amount. It is recommended that the budget be revisited, especially
prior to using 70% of the total bridge budget in one district in 2024.
(6) The parameter importance extracted from the prediction of GCR for deck, superstructure,
and substructure provided insight to deterioration causes. For bridges built within the same
year, the highest correlation for deck GCR was seen with live loading (83%) and
environmental conditions (16%). Superstructure GCR prediction was most linked to the
minimum vertical clearance (75%), live loading (2%), and environmental conditions (1%).
The close relationship between minimum vertical underclearance and superstructure GCR
suggests that collisions with overhead structures occur throughout Florida’s infrastructure.
There was little correlation between substructure condition rating and those parameters
discussed in the bridge deterioration model, although it did have high correlation with site
(97%).
(7) Current infrastructure maintenance practices are not performed consistently with that
suggested by the simulation model. Data-driven recommendations are provided based on
the machine learning simulation and are presented in section 5.2.
5.2 Infrastructure Maintenance Recommendations
It is recommended that the following maintenance practices be followed. Table 15 displays
the optimized maintenance actions to increase to very good condition (GCR 8) after the respective
number of years in good condition (GCR 7). Maintaining structures in good condition (GCR 7 or
higher) increases the resiliency in a more proactive way than what is currently being conducted in
the state of Florida. Instead of allowing these structures to reach GCR 6 or lower until providing
condition-based maintenance or rehabilitation/reconstruction, these recommendations provide a
preventative approach to ensure bridge decks throughout Florida do not require this expensive
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maintenance within its service life. This ultimately enhances the longevity of the bridge deck
service life and preserves funding for more crucial unexpected repair costs that may occur due to
human factors or other unpredictable causes. Bridge decks subject to higher levels of live loading
will require more frequent maintenance actions. Generally, coastal conditions require maintenance
two to five years earlier than those in non-coastal regions under the same live load conditions.
Note that bridges with high overweight vehicles must be maintained more than that subject to high
superload conditions. This means that although higher in GVW, the quantity of superload on
interstate highway structures are not as prevalent in the deterioration rates as what was seen on
structures with larger quantities of overweight vehicles. Based on the machine learning algorithm,
these recommendations will preserve most interstate bridges in Florida in good condition (GCR 7)
or very good condition (GCR 8) for its service life, thus enhancing safety, ride quality, and state
funding allocations.
Table 15: Maintenance Recommendations for Bridge Decks
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5.3 Future Work
Additional considerations that will be included in future work incorporate larger databases
of all possible deterioration models for highway infrastructure. WIM data can be obtained country
wide from interstates I-10, I-75, and I-95 and compared with Florida’s results. Machine learning
models increase in accuracy as more training data becomes available, thus country-wide data
would produce an extremely accurate automatic permitting application system that could be used
by state and federal agencies. It will also include alternate features where the user could select preloaded truck configurations by company to ease the submission process.
There are also other components of the highway system that are affected by heavy loading,
including pavement performance and driver safety. This will include Long-Term Pavement
Performance data that will be correlated with live loading conditions recorded at nearby WIM
sites. A simulation will also be performed to determine best maintenance practices for highway
pavement under certain loading and environmental conditions. Expanding to various states,
provided that WIM data exists, is something that can be considered in the future. Driver safety will
be an additional aspect of human factors and will include crash data from both overhead collisions
and incident statistics involving permit vehicles. Specific bridge attributes will be considered in
future work and will also investigate all material types in depth.
Lastly, maintenance records from interstate bridges will be requested from Florida
Department of Transportation to provide an in-depth maintenance and management plan.
Inspecting past maintenance actions will provide insight to which were most efficient in preserving
the general condition rating. A full cost analysis will also be performed to compile an alternative
economic breakdown in comparison to that already conducted by FDOT to determine if the
funding is allocated sufficiently.
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